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ADVERSITY AND
BIODIVERSITY

Concerns mount over the preservation
of wetlands
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HUALIAN MALL

ulunbeir Hualian Mall

A modern Mall in a rich land is here to be your cash machine, ready to take it?

-The only Mall in Hailar East Lake District, opposite the Genghis Khan Square and

surrounded by dozens of newly built residential buildings

-The best location ever in the heart of.Hailar, with double digit year on year growth

-A market with no competition yet, and the city is booming & rising with rich

resources: oil, coal, the grassland.,.

-Ipts of other unique features to make it a highly profitable commercial real estate
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project in an untapped market

Invest here to unlock the potential of a virgin market...
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EDITOR'S DESK

Redeeming the
Weeping Wetland
ByZHANG ZHIPING

Renowned as the "Kidneys of the Earth," wetlands are one

of the three major ecosystems of the planet, along with forests

and seas. With l0 percent of the world's wetlands, China ranks

number one in terms of the area of wetlands in Asia, and fourth
in the world. China's wetlands are abundant in type (contain-
ing all-natural and man-made types listed in the Convention
on Wetlands of lntemational Importance) and large in number,
with a wide coverage, dramatic regional differences and notable
biodiversity. So finding ways to protect and properly use them
is a tough and urgent job for China, a country still in the begin-
ning stages of wetland protection.

Since the 1950s, due to a lack of knowledge of functions
and values of wetland ecosystems, the area of China's wetlands

has decreased dramatically owing to all kinds of irrational ex-
ploitation and utilization activities. With the continuous increase

in population and rapid economic development, the reclamation
and overuse become even more ravishing. According to official
statistics, the area of wetlands has dwindled by more than 50
percent. Many of them keep degrading so badly that they re-
sult in soil erosion-and desertification. Forty percent of them
are polluted to different degrees by agricultural and industrial
wastes.

The Chinese Govemment attaches great importance to wet-
land preservation. Since joining the Convention on Wetlands in
7992,Chrna has taken many measures to sffengthen the protec-
tion of existing wetland resources. Meanwhile, international
cooperation for this purpose has also been intensified. After
10 years of implementation, the Project of the Biodiversity
Conservation and Sustainable Use of Wetlands in China was

completed in late June. The project, which totaled $12 million,
was the largest of its kind in the history of the country.

Due to its large population and booming economy, China's
ecological environment has become rather fragile. In this
regard, more efforts are required. Fortunately, the Chinese
Government and the public have established a consensus in re-
storing and protecting wetlands, and are willing to invest large

amounts of labor and money in it. Therefore hopefully our land,
as well as the environment as a whole, can be allowed some

breathing space to recover from the heavy pressures of industri-

alization. r
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Ailing Worker Defends Rights
Zhang Haichao, one of China's more than

600,000 sufferers of pneumoconiosis (an occupa-
tional lung disease caused by the inhalation of dust),
has resorted to extreme measures to make his condi-
tion known to the public.

Zhang, a 28-year-old migrant worker from cen-
tral China's Henan Province, underwent a biopsy
in June to prove he was suffering from the disease
after having worked at a local brick factory for three
years until 2007.

According to Chinese laws, sufferers of occu-
pational diseases are entitled to compensation and
those who are exposed to the risk of occupational

diseases are also entitled to subsidies.
However, Zhang fuled to receive compensation from his former employer

because the Henan Occupational Disease Prevention Institute had never con-
firmed his disease. In order to justify his claim, Zhang finally decided to go under
the knife.

Media exposure of the surgery immediately drew public concern and
prompted a govemmentJed probe. After medical experts confirmed Zhang's
disease as an occupational injury on July 27, the Henan local govemment sacked
two officials involved, and also suspended a third official and three doctors for
dereliction of duty.

First Female Division
Commander

Cheng Xiaojian, a veteran pilot, has recently
been appointed a division commander of the Chinese
armed forces.

According to national TV broadcaster CCTV,
Senior Colonel Cheng now commands an airlift divi-
sion based at Chengdu, southwest China's Sichuan
Province.

Cheng, 46, joined the Air Force of the Chinese
People's Liberation Army in 1981 as a trainee pilot.
She is one of the country's fifth-generation female
pilots. In the past 28 years, Cheng has flown six types
of warplanes logging up more than 3,240 hours.

After an 8.0-magnitude earthquake jolted
Sichuan last May, Cheng was assigned to direct the airlift of emergency relief
supplies for affected areas. She successfully performed the mission.

Swimming lnto History
Zhang Lin now ranks among China's greatest athletes after he won the

country's first ever men's gold medal at a major international swimming compe-
tition.

Zhangbeat Australian swim sensation Grant Hackett to take first prize in the
men's 800-meter freestyle at the World Aquatics Championships in Rome, on

Jlly 29. His world-record-breaking speed, which was
6 .5 seconds faster than the previous mark of 7 : 3 8 .65 ,
added to his achievement. Before that. he clinched
a bronze meal in the men's 400-meter freestyle on
Jrly 27 .

The 22-year-old Zhang began his swimming
career at 6. After being recruited in the national
swimming team in 2OO2,he rose to be one of
China's fastest freestyle swimmers.

Last August, Zhangbecame the first male
Chinese Olympic swimming medalist at the Beijing
Games. He took a silver medal in the men's 400-
meter freestyle w ith 3 :52.44.

Since late 2OOT,Zhang has been coached by
Denis Cotterell, who is the former coach of Hackett.

"There will be no major break-
through with his trip alone but I
believe it will provide a fresh momen-
fum for nuclear disarmament talks."
Kim Yong Hyun, a North Koreiur profbssor at

Dongguk University of South Korca. saying that for-
mer U.S. Bill President Clinton's visit to $,ongyzurg to
fi'ee hvo U.S. joun-ralists may signal rvamer rclations
benveen the longtime frrs

'Demccracy might be regarded
as desirable during takeoffbut in
practice it has not provd to be a
realistic option for most countries.
ffwe choose to ignore this historical
contextrwe stand guilty of being
hypocrites: requiring of others what
we did not practice ourselves."
Miutin Jacques. a columnist rvith British newspapr
Guodiott. in his cornmentiuy "Don't Judgc China by
Our Stimdards"

"Waiting for the [global financial]
crisis to disappear to conclude the
Doha Round would mean depriving
the world economy of a powerfrrl
engine for recovery."
Pascal [,amy, Director Generirl of the World Tradc
Organization, callin-c fbr a srvift conclusion to a new
rvorld t'ade pact in im intervierv rvith the Indian nervs-

palrr Brrsr)les.s Stu t t rl t u'rl

"Just as we affirm our endorsement
of the option of peace,we maintain
our right to resort to legitimate resis-
tance as guarantd by international
law.tt
Piilestiniiur President Mahrnoud Abba-s, in his policy
speoch at the fint Generzrl Assembly of the Faah party

in 20 ye;us in the Wcst Brurk ciry of Bethlehern on
August 4

'oWe were under fire from the start.
The ayatollahs of the Lisbon Treaty
in Brussels and Paris wantd us to
fail inorder to prove their argument
that the rotating EU presidency
didn't work and that the EU couldn't
fnnction without a new treaty J'
Alexardr Vondra, fbnner Czcch Depury Prime
Minister for Europczm Affairs. The Czech Republic
held the EU rotating presidency in the first half of 2009
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IWEEKLY WATCH

OPINION

Fighting Discrimination
Cui Fuqiang, Director of the Office of

Viral Hepatitis at the Chinese Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, said in
late July that the Ministry of Health would
no longer test for Hepatitis B in conven-
tional medical examinations. However,
Deng Haihua, a spokesman for the min-
istry, immediately clarified this did not
represent an official statement, but was
just an expert opinion.

Some 100 million people are infected
with Hepatitis B in China, and there is
widespread discrimination against them.
People carrying the virus find it very hard
to enter kindergarten, school, or get ajob.

Fighting against discrimination on
Hepatitis B is difflcult for many reasons.

For example, the current cost to
employers who break the related law is
a fine of only 1,000 yuan ($146), and
many medical centers prefer cooperating
with employers in exchange for financial
rewards. rather than implementing govem-
mental policies.

In order to eliminate discrimination
against carriers of Hepatitis B, the govem-
ment should aim to firther medical literacy
and promote anti-discrimination policies,
such as formulating and implementing laws
and regulations that protect Hepatitis B pa-
tients, while pursuing more public control.

We hope for such action in the near
future.

ChongqingTimes

Changes in Taxation
A change in the consumption tax on

liquor officially took effect on August 1,

and some of the high-end liquor brands
have already undergone a price hike.
In Guangzhou, southern Guangdong
Province, prices of many liquor brands
increased by 6 to 9 percent. In Beijing,
retailers also received notices from re-
nowned liquor producers, such as Moutai
and Jiannanchun, to raise prices.

Though the levy of a consumption
tax on liquor is targeting producers, it has
not put much burden on these enterprises,
since they can easily pass the cost to
consumers by raising their prices. Some
of the companies even raised their prices
markedly before the tax levy to ensure
more profits. This goes against the original
intention of taxation authorities.

Some tax policies need adjustment, but
any new consumption tax or change in the
existing tax rate should not bring about only
one result-increasing burden on consum-

4 BEUINGREVIEW AUGUSTI3,2OO9

ers. It's the responsibility of the govemment
departnents concemed to evaluate whether a
tax policy can regulate consumption wittrout
adding burdens on the consumen.

Gunngzhou Daily

Official Accountability Needs
Reform

On July 30, more than 1,000 villagers
from Zhentou Township in Liuyang City,
cenral China's Hwran Province, gathered at
the local govemment building and police sta-

tion to protest pollution problems. On August
l, the legal representative of the polluting
plant involved was detained and two lead-
ing officials of the Liuyang Environmental
Protection Bureau were suspended from their
posts pending further investigation.

Similar incidents are happening more of-
ten these days. But the existing accountability
system is not an effective way to solve these

problems-and its "passiveness" may even
lead to serious consequen@s.

It may suggest to the public that the
normal procedure of protecting ttreir righs
by taking legal action is futile, and not drarv
any attention from the govemment. Instead,

only by resorting to mass potests can people

exert pressure upon the local govemment,
and then have their demands answered. But
if the govemment remains slow in reacting to
all protestors' demands, mass incidents could
happen more fiequently-with greater threas
to social stability.

It may also leave local officials feel-
ing that if their misconduct didn't result in
mass protests, they would not be held ac-
countable. This may lead them to resort to

coercion-and even violence-to prevent
people from protesting.

This could even lead to a vicious cir-
cle, whereby officials coerce people into
silence, and more mass incidents of unrest
will happen.

To avoid this pattern from happen-
ing, a more rigid accountability system is
needed, and it should never be focused on
mass protests.

Zhujiang Evening News

Unreasonable Charyes
Recently. some transportation experts

suggested Guangzhou, capital of southem
Guangdong Province, introduce congestion
charges to curb growing traffic demand.

Are the charges reasonable? As we
know, a citizen pays taxes to the govemment
in order to "purchase" public products that
the market or individuals cannot supply, such
as transportation and education services.

Thus, when car owners pay various kinds
of taxes from a purchase tax to a fuel tax to
"purchasing" the right to use roads and other
transportation facilities, the government
has the responsibility to provide sound and
free services. To charge money on public
products should be the last resort ofthe gov-
emment after making other efforts.

In cities with the worst traffic prob-
lems, such as New York and Tokyo, their
governments don't charge citizens, but
instead developed the public transit system
as much as possible.

Good solutions to a public concern
should be both technically feasible and con-
sistent with interests of tlre majority of people.

The Beijing News
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EXPENSIVE LIQUOR: A woman buys liquor in a Carrefour outlet in Hefei, Anhui
Province. The Chinese Government reworks the alcohol taxation policy on August 1
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Seeing ls
Believing
A stunning three-dimen-

sional painting was unveiled
in Shanghai's Meilongzhen
Plaza on August 5. The 300-
square-meter work featuring
cascading water is the largest
of its kind in the world. It was
painted by German street art-
ist Edgar Muller to celebrate
the 2010 Shanghai World
Expo.

Organizers announced
that 241 countries and inter-
national organizalions had
confirmed their participation
in the Shanghai Expo as of
August 3.
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IWEEKTY WATCH

SOCIETY

Plots Brcken up
Police forces and state security agen-

cies have thwarted five organized terrorist
attacks on civilians in China's Xinjiang
Uygur Autonomous Region, a spokesman
for Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Regional
Govemment announced on August 3.

Separatist "East Turkistan" terrorists
both at home and abroad had been plotting
attacks against civilians since the July 5 riot
that left 197 dead and more than I ,600 in-
jured in Urumqi, capital of Xinjiang.

The five terrorist plots were planned to
take place in the Xinjiang cities of Urumqi,
Kashgar, Aksu and Ili.

Antiterrorism agencies had captured "a
group of suspects involved in the terrorist
activities" and confiscated "guns, knives,
explosives and materials advocating violence
and terrorism."

Water Pollution
Chifeng City's chief public utilities official

in north China's Inner Mongolia Autonomous
Region was fired on August 4 over a tap water
pollution incident that has sickened more than
4.000 residens since July 25.

The Chifeng Municipal Committee of
the Communist Party of China (CPC) held
a meeting on August 4 to remove the of-
ficial, Guo Mingda, as the Parry chief of the
municipal construction commission that is in
charge of the construction and management
of public utilities. The CPC municipal com-
mittee also proposed the removal of Guo as
the director of the construction commission.

Local residents have complained of
fever, diarrhea, stomach ache and vomit-
ing after drinking tap water and they sought
medication for gasffointestinal illnesses after
the tap water supply was contaminated by
rainfall on July 23.

The well that was contaminated provides
tap water for a l7-square-km area that has a

population of 58,000 people.

Plague UnderGontrcl
China's actions in northwestem Qinghai

Province to control the pneumonic plague,
which broke out on July 30, have been ef-
fective and the disease is unlikely to spread
from the center of the epidemic, experts from
the Ministry of Health said on August 5.

Health authorities in Qinghai promptly
uncovered the chain of disease transmission,
which is the key to effective contol, said Liang
Wannian, Deputy Director of the Emergency
Office of the Ministry of Health in q-ghai.

The local government has sealed off
3J00 square km around Ziketan Township
and established 23 quarantine stations that
are working around the clock.

No other infections were found after the
12 patients in Ziketan who were quarantined
on July 3 1 . Three had died and one was in
critical condition as of the evening of August 4.

Flooding Warning
The Chinese Government issued an alert

on August 5 and urged stepped-up efforts to
fight what is expected to be the worst flood-
ing in the upper and middle reaches of the
Yangae River since August 2004.

Continuous heavy rainfall in the region
has caused recent flooding.

The maximum water inflow into the
Three Gorges Dam would be 56,000 cubic
meters a second, the Office of State Flood
Control and Drought Relief Headquarters
(SFDH) warned. The Three Gorges Dam
is capable of reducing floodwaters by be-
tween 27,000 and 33,000 cubic meters a
second.

The SFDH ordered the Danjiangkou
Dam, located at the junction of the Hanjiang
and Danjiang rivers, the two main tributar-
ies of the Yangtze River, to open one of its
sluices on August for the first time this year
to ease flooding.
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FRIENDLY GREETINGS Chinese navy sailors aboard the Zhoushan missile
frigate say hello via light signals to Saudi Arabia's Abha missile frigate
on the Gulf of Aden on August 4, Two frigates and a supply ship from the
Chinese navy are on an escort mission to deter Somali pirates
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DANGEROUS
RAIN
As the water
flowing anto the
Three Gorges
Dam rcseruoir
incrcased to
55,0fi) cubic
meters per
second on
August 6, the
world's largest
hydropower
proiect wit-
nessed its big-
gest flood crest
since 2004
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BUSYAGAIN
Fishing boats
laave their
Taizhou docks
in Zhejiang

l*i-- o Province on
E**.. August I after

\* theiwo-monrh
mandatory
ban on catch-
ing fish and
crab in the
East China
Sea is lifted
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ECONOMY

'No' to Tirc Protectionism
China's Ministry of Commerce reiterat-

ed on August 3 that the United States should
heed the call from its own industries and not
impose protectionist measures on tires im-
ported from China.

The U.S. Tire Industry Association, the
American Coalition for Free Trade in Tires,
the American Automotive Trade Policy
Council, and the Retail Industry Leaders
Association have all expressed strong oppo-
sition to the planned sanctionative moves.

The comment came after the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC) is-
sued a statement on June 29 recommending
decreasing tariffs to 55 percent, 45 percent
and 35 percent over the next three years
on motor vehicle and light truck tires from
China.

Tightening Contrcl
China will modify rules on domestic

banks' derivatives operations after finan-
cial institutions suffered losses during the
global downtum, said the Chinese Banking
Regulatory Commission (CBRC) on August4.

Banks are required to explain or intro-
duce the use of derivatives products to their
clients in an "understandable and clear" way,
so that they would fully realize potential
risks, said CBRC.

Banks should be responsible for provid-
ing institutions and companies with timely
information about products, and reassess
their value for clients.

CBRC said it would keep a close eye on
lenders' activities and strictly monitor de-
rivatives products transactions.

Supporting Dairy
The Ministry of Finance has planned to

continue subsidizing dairy companies that
are stuck in a fiscal predicament.

The govemment will pay for bank loan

THE GAS MISSION By early August, restoration of the main pipelines for
transporting natural gas from Sichuan to Shanghai have been completed. The
picture shows a factory for purifying natural gas in Sichuan Province

interests of up to 75 million yuan ($l I mil-
lion) for dairy companies that purchase raw
milk from farmers whose interests were hurt
by the melamine+ainted milk scandal.

The subsidy covers 3.11 percentage
points of the loan interest rates, the ministry
said on July 27.

The Chinese dairy industry suffered a
major setback after milk powder produced
by Sanlu Group was contaminated by
melamine, which caused the death of six
children and resulted in more than 300,000
others falling ill.

To Be Listed
HSBC Holdings Plc. could soon be listed

in the Chinese mainland stock market next
year, HSBC Chairman Stephen Green said,
but the proposal is still waiting for govem-
ment approval.

Industry insiders expect HSBC to raise
$3-5 billion in the Shanghai stock market.

HSBC, the biggest foreign lender in
China, said it aims to increase its branches
on China's mainland from 87 to 100 by the
end ofthis year.

Earlier this year, the Chinese Govemment

had come up with rules allowing foreign
companies to be listed in China's mainland
stock markets. HSBC is expected to be the
first foreign company to launch initial public
offerings in the mainland.

Toshiba's NewJV
The Japanese loss-making Toshiba

Mobile Display Co., which makes small and
midsize LCD monitors, reportedly planned
to set up a joint venture with Chinese LCD
maker Greentech Group.

The venture's goal is to tap the vast po-
tential of the Chinese market by producing
high-resolution displays using low-temper-
ature polysilicon and organic light-emitting
diode technology.

The company is likely to take less than
a 20-percent stake in the joint venture.
Greentech is expected to take a 60-percent
stake, while a Hong Kong investment fund
will take the remainder, according to the
Nikkei Business Daily.

Toshiba Mobile Display reported an
operating loss of 36.2 billion yen ($380 rnil-
lion) in the fiscal year ending in March and

vowed to break even this year.

ELDERLY
EXPRESS
Shanghai
launched its
first bus line for
senior pas-
sengerc over
70 yearc old
on August 5.
The buses can
pnovide pas-
sengers with
commonly
used drugs and
other forms of
assistance

AMATEUR
PUPPETRY
ln Brasilia,
capital of
Brazil, a child
plays with
a leather
shadow pup-
pet belonging
to a Chineee
performance
troupe after
its presenta-
tion at a pup-
pet festival
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I WEEKTY WATCH

1. THE UNITED STATES
Freed U.S. journalist Euna Lee (first left) meets her husband and
daughter after she arrives with Laura Ling (right rear) from North
Korea at the airport in Burbank, California, with former U.S. Presi-
dent Bill Clinton on August 5. Following talks in Pyongyang with
Clinton, North Korean leader Kim Jong ll pardoned the women who
were sentenced to hard labor for entering the country illegally

ry,
{

2, THE PHILIPPINES
Soldiers carry the flag-draped
coffin of late President Corazon
Aquino to a gymnasium for her
funeral wake in Manila on Au-
gust 1. Aquino died on August 1

after a battle with colon cancer

3. IRAN
President Mahmoud Ah-
madinejad is sworn in for a
second term as he stands
next to judiciary chief
Mahmoud Hashemi Shah-
roudi in Tehran on August 5
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4. SWEDEN
An empty raft rloats in the waters
off the Swedish west coast after
a Norwegian cargo ship with a
crew of six sank on July 31. The
ship got into difficulties after be-
ing battered by stormy weather

5. MONGOLIA
Chinese Ambassador to Mongolia Yu Hongyao
(second right) and Director of the Civil Aviation
Authority of Mongolia G. Davaa (center) attend the
ribbon-cutting ceremony for the first flight from
Ulan Bator to Hailar, north China's lnner Mongolia
Autonomous Region, in Ulan Bator on August 5

6. MATAYSIA
Demonstrators flee as anti-riot police fire tear
gas shells near Merdeka Square in Kuala Lumpur
on August 1. Malaysian police fired tear gas and
water cannons, and arrested dozens of demon-
strators in an attempt to disperse a mass street
protest against the country's lnternal Security Act
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IWORLD

The End of a Market
The shutdown of the Cherkizovsky Market in Moscow hurts Chinese entrepreneurs
and Russian consumers alike

By GUAN XUELING

In June, without warning,
!Russian otficials shuttered
Ithe Cherkizovskv Market in
IMor.o*. The clbsure caused
not only massive economic losses
for Chinese businessmen across
Russia, but also jeopardized bilat-
eral trade between the two pow-
ers. So why did Russia insist on
closing the market-and keeping
it closed? How will the shutdown
influence merchants and consum-
ers on each side? And where will
the bilateraf non-governmental
trade go?

The closure
The exact reason the Russians

shut down the Cherkizovsky
Market is complicated. Seemingly,
it is a government action against
something called "gray customs
clearance."

For one thing, gray customs
clearance has existed in Russia
for nearly 20 years-and has led
to considerable losses of tariffs in
the past. Since 2008, though, the
Russian economy has suffered
greatly from the global financial
crisis, coupled with the steep fall in oil
prices. Under these conditions, the Russian
Government has resorted to cracking down
on gray customs clearance once again.

Gray customs clearance, more specifical-
ly, is a non-standard form of trade, and can
be traced back to the early 1990s-during
Moscow's most difficult stage of economic
transition, amid serious shortages of daily
necessities for its people.

During Russia's reform of trade liberal-
ization policies since then, goods flooded in
from a number of other countries, including
China. To protect its domestic light indus-
try, Russia responded by imposing heavy
taxes on these imports, while implementing
lengthy and tedious customs clearance pro-
cedures on foreign goods.

Against this backdrop, Russia's State
Customs Committee accepted the irregular
behavior by some of its less transparent

The author is the director of Research Center of
Russian Studies with Renmin University of China

10 BEUINGREVIEW AUGUST13,2OO9

clearance companies, allowing them needed
legal formalities, including declaring at cus-
toms, paying taxes and taking commodity
inspection for their consignors.

On the other hand, reliant on good rela-
tions with the govemment, these companies
were able to apply high taxes on goods with
low tax rate values, thus greatly shortening
the time needed for transactions and ship-
ping.

Consignors once enjoyed great con-
venience-by paying customs clearance
companies, they were able to clear all proce-
dures quickly. The consignors were also at a
disadvantage, provided only part of a duty-
paid certificate, or even no certificate, by the
clearance companies, hence the term "gray"
customs clearance.

This put them into the unenviable
position of facing various government in-
spections and possible economic losses.
Therefore, this is an intemal situation unique
to Russia. It not only leads to a loss of
government tariffs, but also endangers the
economic beneflts of Chinese merchants and
other enterprises. It also hinders the healthy

development of China-Russia non-govem-
ment trade, too.

Since 2000, the recovery and growth
of Russia's economy, along with the ad-
vancement of its market-driven system
establishment, has been coupled with a pow-
erful crackdown on gray customs clearance.

After Vladimir Putin became prime
minister, on multiple occasions he advocated
reinforcement of customs control and the
abolition of gray customs clearance. Last
year, the breakout of the global financial cri-
sis and the fall in oil prices threw the Russian
economy into turmoil again. Russia's official
statistics show that from January to June of
2008, Russia's GDP dropped by 10.1 per-
cent.

Since the of the financial melt-
down, gray imports have since taken up a larger
part of total import volume-a sharp increase

to 13 percent from January to May 2009, up
from 8 percent from January to August 2008.
Currently, severe economic situations and
collapsing incomes once more make the gray

customs clearance, well known for its low tar-
iffs, an enforceable policy.

SHUTDOWN: A sign reading "market closed" hangs at the entrance of the Cherkizovsky Market
in Moscow at the end of June. The closure caused massive economic losses for Chinese
business people in Russia
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Also important is the fact that, as Russian
incomes decline alongside a spike in unem-
ployment, Moscow has begun to take a series
of measures to protect the economic interests
of its citizens. Consequently, although con-
sumption does not represent a large part of
the GDP decrease, its continuous shrinkage
can be problematic.

According to statistics, Russians' actual
salaries dropped by 2.8 percent in the first
half of this year, rvhile the delayed payment
of salaries increased by 50 percent at the end
of May from the beginning of this year. It is
estimated that the number of unemployed
has reached 6.3 million, accounting for 8.3
percent of the total working population. As a
result, expulsions of waves of migrant work-
ers have resumed.

In fact, as early as November 2006,
the Russian Government decreed that the
numbers of foreigners participating in retail
trade would be completely eliminated in the
period between April 1 and December 3l,
2007. Further, last June bore more bad news
for migrant workers in Russia, when the
govemment publicly cited their presence as

a cause behind Russia's continued economic
misfoftunes.

Therefore, it is not difficult to understand
why local authorities chose to reorganize the
Chertizovsky Market.

lnfluences
The impact of the Cherkizovsky Market

closure has been profound. In the short term,
it has brought heavy losses to Chinese mer-
chants and companies. Over the long term,
the ensuing commodity shortage has led to
price increases, negatively affecting the lives
of ordinary Russians. Also a long-term prob-
lem is the fact that, if improperly handled,
bilateral trade will fluctuate, hindering joint
efforts to stop the global financial crisis, and
develop bilateral strategic and cooperative
partnerships.

Chinese merchants have bome the brunt
of the economic loss from the closure, of
course. But they have suffered a long history
of such losses, too, since Russian authorities
have frequently broken up markets run by
foreign merchants in recent years-with the
earliest shutdown dating back to I 998.

Since then, losses by Chinese merchants in
these closures have totaled billions of dollars.
On June 29, Chinese merchants suffered losses

of more than 2 billion dollars follorving official
accusations of "smuggling" and "violation of
health and fire prevention safety."

But the closure has also had negative
influences on Russian consumers, too.

With the deepening of China-Russia
economic and trade relations, Beijing has
become Moscow's top trading partner. For
Russia, which is still in an economic transi-
tion, refusing cheap quality Chinese goods

http://www.bjreview{om

by cracking down on gray customs clearance
has cdst a cloud over people's lives.

An investigation by the Russian
Independent Institute for Social Policy
shows 45 percent of the Russian people are
willing to buy Chinese goods. Indeed, the
non-govemmental trade between China and
Russia is win-win situation for both sides.
If Russia closes its border and Chinese
merchants stop supplying goods to Russia,
there are sure to be price rises along with
the emergence of social problems inside
Russia, causing more pressure for the
Russian Government.

Furthermore, if the two sides cannot deal
with the closure properly, it might tigger sharp
fluctuations in bilateral trade, hindering their

Closing a single market
itself cannot root out
gray customs clear-
ance, because the soil
on which it grows is still
fertile in Russia

joint fteatrnent of the global financial crisis and
development of bilateral st:ategic and coopera-
tive partnerships. China is norv Russia's top
trade partner, while Russia is China's ninth.

Their bilateral trade volume reached
$56.8 billion in 2008, up l8 percent from
2007. Bilateral trade volume in 2007 had
increased 44 percent from that of the year
before. In the first five months of this year,
this trade saw a decrease unprecedented at
any point in the last l0 years, owing to the
global economic crisis.

Statistics from the Chinese Ministry of
Commerce bear this out. Moreover, Sino-
Russian trade volume during the first five
months of 2009 was $ 13.5 billion, a decrease

of 39.2 percent from the same period last
year.

Overall, China has imported $7.43 bil-
lion in goods from Russia, down by 29.3
percent, while it exported $6.06 billion to
Russia. This represents a drop by 48 percent
from the same penod last year.

If the two countries cannot resolve the
market shutdown properly, their strategic and
cooperative partnership will lose its base of
non-governmental cooperation. This bilateral
relationship should meet not only strategic
interests, but also the practical interests and
livelihoods of their peoples.

Solutions
Beijing has already dispatched a delega-

tion headed by Vice Minister of Commerce
Gao Hucheng to Russia for negotiations re-
garding the closure. The two sides negotiated
a series ofagreements on the issue, including
a framework for building a large Chinese
trade center in Moscow. This meeting gave
tens of thousands of Chinese merchants in
Russia reason for optimism.

But soon after, the Russian side reneged
on its promise, denying the possibility of
such a Chinese trade center in downtown
Moscow. It seems clear that the common
understanding was meant to ease tensions
while comforting Chinese merchants.

To solve the problem at its roots and guar-
antee the healthy development of this private
sector trade, the Russians must perfect their
market orders stepby-step, while Chinese mer-
chants must do their business in full accordance
with cunent Russian regulations.

Although Russia has generally altered
the nature of its market economy mecha-
nisms after a decade of reforms, its flexibility
remains limited.

The gray customs clearance is a notable
reflection of current aspects of Moscow's
foreign trade. Though formulated when
Russia was shifting its economic policies
amid shortages of daily necessities, times
have changed and it is no longer needed.

But closing a single market itself cannot
root out gray customs clearance, because
the soil on which it grows is still fetile in
Russia. Besides, the problem of gray cus-
toms clearance can hardly be terminated
within a short time due to the complicated
economic situation and the furious fighting
among different interests groups in Russia.

The latest report issued by the World
Economic Forum, a non-governmental
entity, categorized Russia as having one
of the most closed trading environments in
the world-putting Russia's trade mecha-
nism under the global spotlight. To cut the
gray customs clearance problem at its core,
Russia's tariff level will have to be lowered,
thus standardizing the country's trade order.
None of these will be realized, however, until
Russia joins the World Trade Organization.

Likewise, Chinese merchants in Russia
must change their ways and do business in
accordance with Russian laws and regula-
tions to accommodate growing risks.

The shutdown of the Cherkizovsky
Market will inevitably influence bilateral
trade for some time to come, especially
against the backdrop of the international fi-
nancial crisis and recession.

But if Beijing and Moscow can ap-
preciate the closure as an opportunity to
strengthen cooperation, starting customs
cooperation mechanisms and establishing
a normal trade order, bilateral non-govern-
mental trade will benefit from the incident
eventually. r
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Never Too Late
California's apology to Clrinese Americans
China, Chirrese Americans and tlre United

creates better
States

understanding between

CHINESE CHIC: Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa takes part in the
annual Golden Dragon Parade in Los Angeles on February 24,2OO7

In those years, for Chinese Americans,
staying alive rvas the mosl pressing con-
cern-because they were so denied any
kind of political or economic rights. The
infamous Chinese Exclusion Act came into
force at the height of this painful, depress-
ing period.

In the second phase, Chinese Americans
made great efforts to seek their economic
ri-shts. And, over time, they were rewarded:
As they made increasingly remarkable
contributions to America's economic devel-
opment and prosperity, they saw their social
profi le greatly enhanced.

Political participation was another goal
of Chinese Amelicans in the third phase of
their history. Given their growing influence
in the realms of business and scientific
communities. Chinese Americans became
increasingly arvare of political participa-
tion.

In addition, ttreir commitment to harmony
and cooperation, modesty and high efficiency
were greatly valued in American sociery. All
these enabled Chinese Americans to assume
high-profile positions as mayon, govemors and

members of congress, among other prominent
posts. More recently, even President Barack
Obama's cabinet has included two Chinese
Americans-U.S. Secretary of Commerce
Gary l-ocke and Energy Secretary Steven Chu.

Obama himself enjoys huge political
popularity among Chinese Americans. In
the presidential elections last year, the vast
majority of Chinese Americans voted for
him, in the hope that he rvould advance
reform of America's immigration policy,
which had sta-snated during the Bush ad-
ministration.

Obama has family links to the Chinese,
too: He has a brother-in-law and niece of
Chinese origin, as well as a Chinese sister-in-
law. ln addition. his father was an immigrant.
and he spent his early years in Hawaii and
Indonesia, thus acquiring a deep knorvledge
of the Asian culture. The sense of cultural
identity surely influenced his decision to ap-
point Chinese American officials and heed
China's opinions on major issues.

The global financial crisis is also
changing the status of Chinese Americans.
Mired in economic difficulties. the U.S.
Federal Govemment and state governments
are giving top priority to social stability.
California's bill of apology appears to be

By ZHANG GUOQING

Bn#r+ti*ift:rt'ffi
Schwarzenegger took a bold step that
will herald a new era, not just for Chinese
Americans-but for Sino-U.S. relations as

well. The legislation also recognizes the
vital contributions Chinese immigrants have
made to the Golden State.

Despite their reputation for being
hardworking, kind-hearted and polite,
the Chinese have been the only ethnic
group to be systematically banned by the
federal government from entering the
United States in America's history. Even
Japanese, German and Italian immigrants
were not subject to such a ban during
World War II.

In fact, it lvas under pressure from
Califomia that the U.S. Congress passed the
Chinese Exclusion Act. In 1872, Califomia
first adopted its law barring Chinese immi-
grants from entering the United States while

il;;;;;il;;;",."r,".,,,r'. Institute of
American Studies, Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences
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denying them naturalization-a full 10 years
before the federal Chinese Exclusion Act
was signed-legislation that would go on to
serve as a shameful legal precedent for an
anti-Chinese movement across the country.

It unfairly treated and deeply marginal-
ized Chinese Americans for more than five
decades to come. In this sense, Califomia's
apology, thou-eh long overdue, is highly
meaningful, as it offers rectification of the
state's past mistakes.

Rising to power
Chinese immigrants powed into the United

States with the Califomia Gold Rush in 1848.
ln many r.vays, this first wave of Chinese immi-
grants in Califomia epitomized the experience
of all Chinese newcomers to the United States.

Moreover, the first hundred years following
the Gold Rush paralleled a stark lirst phase of
Chinese Americans' history it was a stuggle
to sun/ive.

"Nations, like individu-
als, make mistakes."

_FDR
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aimed to promote social harmony.
The bill was adopted just as Judy Chu

from California became the first Chinese
American congresswoman in the United
States-and when Commerce Secretary
Locke and Energy Secretary Chu were
in Beijing for a joint visit. In this context,
California's apology seemed more imporlant
than ever.

New opportunities
The improvement of Chinese

Americans' social status is attributable to
their hard work over past generations. Their
growing political awareness also contributed
to the change. For example, Catifomia State
Assembly member Paul Fong is a major
advocate for a state apology to California's
Chinese Americans. With unremitting ef-
forts, he has gathered the support of other
assembly members.

It is worth noting that Chinese
Americans have rapidly increased their
standing as the relationship between
Beijing and the United States has gained
strength. This burgeoning relationship
gives impetus to Chinese Americans' pur-
suit ofhigher social and political standings.
The growing popularity of the Chinese cul-
ture, meanwhile, also helps them expand
room for their development.

Deepening economic and fade coopera-
tion between China and the United States
presents a multitude of opportunities for
Chinese Americans. Against the backdrop of
the worldwide financial crisis, Washington
is eager as ever to work more closely with
China. Chinese Americans, who can com-
municate effectively with China thanks to
their cultural bonds, will have a big role to
play.

It is predictable that the Obama admin-
istration will take a positive stance toward
historical and current problems concerning
Chinese Americans. As they gain influence
in American society, Chinese Americans
will help bring Sino-U.S. relations into an
upward trajectory.

U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt
repealed the Chinese Exclusion Act on
December 17 , l943.In a letter to Congress,
he courageously called for measures, which
he believed long overdue, to "correct an in-
justice to our friends."

"Nations, like individuals, make mis-
takes," he wrote. "We must be big enough
to acknowledge our mistakes of the past to
correct them."

It is never too late to do the right
thing. We expect the U.S. federal govern-
ment will follow California's example
and apologize to Chinese Americans in
all the states-a move that will undoubt-
edly contribute to strong development of
Chinese-U.S. relations. r
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efforts, Chinese leaders told visiting UN
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon during his
recent visit to Beijing.

Climate change was at the top of Ban's
agenda during his Asian tour, which also
took him to Mongolia.

During his four days in China from July
23 to 26, Ban also visited Xi'an, capital of
Shaanxi Province and an ancient city known
for its terracotta warriors.

"I was pleased that President Hu
Jintao and hemier Wen Jiabao assured me
that China wants to seal an agreement in
Copenhagen in December," he said at a press

conference at UN headquarters in New York
on July 29,"and that China will play an ac-
tive and constructive role in the negotiations
to achieve this end."

Representatives of countries
from around the world will gather in
Copenhagen, Denmark, this December to
work out a new treaty to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions when the first commitment
period ofthe Kyoto Protocol expires at the
endof2Ol2.

Prior to the Copenhagen conference,
the UN will also host a climate change
summit in September at its headquarters
on the sidelines of its annual General
Assembly.

"The climate change issue is both an
environmental and a development problem,"
Wen said while meeting with Ban.

He noted that industrial nations should
offer more assistance to developing countries
in terms of funding, technology and capacity
building-things, he emphasized, which are
conducive to the sustainable development of
the world as a whole.

The Chinese Government supports the
UN's leading role in promoting international
cooperation to curb climate change, said
Wen, in a news release from China's Foreign
Ministry.

At the same time, the Chinese premier

urged the international community to pay
close attention to the impact of the global
financial crisis on developing countries. Also
important, he added, will be paying close at-
tention to their interests and concerns-and
to take effective measures to ensure the ful-
flllment of the UN Millennium Development
Goals (vIDGs).

The MDGs are eight intemational de-
velopment goals world leaders agreed to
achieve by 2Ol5 at the UN Millennium
Summit in 2001. These include halving ex-
freme poverty, reducing child mortality rates,
fighting epidemics such as HIV/AIDS and
developing a global partnership for develop-
ment.

The UN should bolster its role in
handling the international financial cri-
sis, achieving sustainable development,
dealing with international and regional
flashpoints and safeguarding world peace
and security, Hu said at his meeting with
Ban.

As a permanent member of the UN
Security Council and the world's largest de-
veloping nation, Hu said, China has always
observed the purposes and principles of the
UN Charter, while supporting the efforts of
the UN and its secretary general in improv-
ing security, promoting development and
safeguarding human rights.

Further, he added, Beijing has supported
the UN in carrying out reforms through dem-
ocratic consultation to enhance its authority
and efficiency.

Apart from meeting Chinese leaders in
Beijing, Ban helped launch a program to
promote solar energy conservation in China
that, he said, could reduce China's energy
consumption by up to 8 percent. He also
visited the U.S Applied Materials Inc.'s so-
lar panel testing facility as well as a sewage
treatment plant in Xi'an.

This was Ban's third trip to China
since assuming office in 2007 . He paid
a three-day visit to China in early July
last year. Two months earlier, he visited
quake-stricken areas in Sichuan Province
shortly after the devastating May 12 earth-
quake. r

A Seal of Promise
UN Secretary Ceneral Ban Ki-moon receives assurance
from China on new climate change agreement
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By ZHENG DONGHUI

4ln July 17. Japan's cabinet approved

! l,n" .orn,ry s wnrre Paper on

! lDefense. The document, released
Vannually, displays Tokyo's stance
on defense. The paper has long been a
hallmark of Japanese defense policy,
though the latest framework offers some
important departures from years past.

The 2009 white paper, not unlike the
previous ones, introduces Japan's security
environment in the context of other re-
gional military powers. Equally outlined
are Japan's basic defense goals and the
makeup of its 240000-strong Self Defense
Forces. In addition, the document high-
lights the ongoing overhaul of the Japanese
Ministry of Defense.

But when it comes to the biggest changes
in the 2009 paper, regional and intemational
observers would do well to take note.

Moreover, this year's publication
includes significant pledges by Japan to de-
velop military technology that can operate
in space-coupled with a commitment by
defense officials to support Tokyo's desire to
build an ocean exploration plan.

In one chapter, the paper illustrates what
it calls a comprehensive need for space ex-
ploration - underlining accelerated research
regarding guaranteed security fields such as

missile defense interceptors, in addition to
military surveillance and early warning satel-
lite systems.

The Ministry of Defense is cited as actively
seeking equipment development and penonnel
faining for an ocean exploration plan.

The white paper explicitly cites oppor-
tunities for Japan's military in these theaters
of operation and the acknowledgment of this
by senior officials-in addition to a near-
guarantee that future military construction
will see a push in these new directions.

The paper, meanwhile, also underlines
Tokyo's self-awareness of "intemational re-
sponsibility" when it comes to battling piracy
and terrorism off is coasts and in intemational
waten. Having posed a grave threat to Japanese

and regional security, Japanese defense officials,

The author is an associate researcher with the China
Institute of International Sludies
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A Prelude to Military fr

Expansion
The 2009 White Paper on Defense underscores Tokyo's
drive to adjust its defense policy

the document says, feel they bear an obligation
to help reduce the threat ofpiracy.

Indeed, Japan's anti-piracy law, passed in
June, coupled wittr is deployment of desffoy-
ers and other ships to the waters offthe coast of
Somalia only minor these assertions.

These pledges are in step with a trend
Japan has been following in recent decades
in which it has dispatched its combat forces
further from home-as opposed to using its
military for purely defensive purposes.

ln fact, ever since the Gulf War of 1991,
Japan has eagerly deployed its Maritime
Self-Defense Forces (JMSDF) overseas in a
"shorlcut" under the auspices of "intemational
cooperation." Moreover, whether aiding in
minesweeping operations in the Pacific, provid-
ing oil supplies to the U.S. Nary in the Indian
Ocean and ttre Arab Sea or fighting piracy in the
Gulf of Aden, Japan has been steadily abandon-
ing its longtime posture of self{efense.

And the JMSDF is developing im-
portant experience and technical abilities
further afield, too. As a result, future
missions of the JMSDF will evolve from
current, limited operations, which are
carried out by a few warships, to compre-
hensive missions by the combined fleet
with information guarantee.

The 2009 white paper goes on to strong-
ly condemn North Korea's military policy
and aggressiveness. Pyongyang, the paper
notes, is now actively pursuing a nuclear
weapon, which, coupled with an increased
ballistic missile capability, could provide the
regime unprecedented power in the region.

North Korea had previously launched
ballistic missiles on several occasions and, in
the past year, conducted its second nuclear

It is serving more as a
road show a planned
outline-clearing the
way tor a long-term
path for an increase in

ON BOARD: Members of the Japanese
Coast Guard climb up the gangplank of
a Japanese navy destroyer on Febru-
ary 20 tor a piracy combating exercise

test. Meanwhile, the possibility of North
Korea realizing its ambition to deliver a

nuclear warhead via a long-range ballistic
missile in a short period of time, notes the
paper, can hardly be ruled out.

Such endeavors, along with other bellig-
erent activities, according to the document,
have not only jeopardized Japanese security,
but have endangered peace across North
Asia and the world beyond.

North Korea's missile, the paper notes,
offers a prime example. Although the missile
itself can fly across Japan, it is incapable of
a direct strike. Nonetheless, the white paper
continues to identify North Korea as Tokyo's
principal threat.

The Japanese Government also propa-
gandizes the "North Korea threat" to rally
public opinion behind the government's
strict sanctions regimen and sea blockade
north ofthe 38th parallel.

On another important note, the paper
reflects Japan's deep-seated suspicion of
China's drive toward defense moderniza-
tion. Analyses and commentary about
China's defense policy and technical im-
provements are highlighted throughout.

This year, more attention is devoted to
China's military strength and intentions lvith
charts and graphs. Likewise, the document
contains far-fetched guesses and specious

Japan's defense budget
in the coming years
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SAILING OFF: Japanese naval officers of the Maritime Defense Force board
a destroyer in Kure in Hiroshima Prefecture on March 14, before setting off for
an anti-piracy mission off Somalia in which the nation's armed forces could
face combat abroad for the first time since World War ll

new contents of the white paper will provide
participants in the coming general elections
an opportunity to discuss the future direction
of Japan's defense policy.

Domestic economic growth and the
ongoing reform of Japan's system of social
guarantees and entitlements will remain the pri-

mary focus of voters. But Japan's main parties

must face the inevitable task of providing their
own blueprint for the country's security policies

during the election campaign.

Currently, the long-standing populariry of
the incumbent Liberal Democratic Pary (LDP)
is in a steady decline-while the Democratic
Party @P) remains ascendant. Thus, the likeli-
hood of dramatic change-or at least a newly
empowered opposition-is very real.

How a new cabinet will tailor or aP-

prove the views of the new white paper to
the opinions of different political parties
remains to be seen. Irrespective of which
party predominates though, it is unlikely
Japan's defense policy will see its consid-
erable of manpower and hardware lessened
in to any degree.

By the end of 2009, Japan will redrarv
its national defense policy to guide the
country's defense construction over the
next five years. It is worth noting horv
much this year's white paper will influ-
ence the outcome. Many observers believe
that it is serving more as a road sholv than
a planned outline-clearing the way for a

long-term path for an increase in Japan's
defense budget in the coming years. r
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condemnations about China's achievements
in the realm of defense modernization-in
particular, the development and construction
of space and ocean capacities.

This conjecture and criticism clearly
shows many in Japan continue to lack a ba-
sic understanding of China's true long-term
goal: to build a well-rounded, modernized
society-one that is both independent, yet
peacefully diplomatic to help establish a har-

httpi//www.bjreview.com

monious world.
In ways, the document itself reflects

Japan's contradictory aftitude-one in which
prevention, precaution and diversion are on
full display while Tokyo seeks to develop a

relationship with Beijing.
Even the timing of the release of the

new white paper has had significance-days
before the dissolution of Japan's lower house
of Parliament. Many observers believe the
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0
cornfield. She called the police.
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YUANKAI

n a morning not long ago in
Zhalong, northeast China's
Heilongliang Province, a farm-
er named Wang Yuyan found
a red-crowned crane standing
alone while she worked in her

Zhalong National Nature Reserve of-
ficials contacted by police officers on the
scene said the bird was bred at the reserve
and had disappeared two days before.
The officers escorted the crane back to its
home, where breeders were happy to see its
retum.

Red-crowned cranes are native inhabit-
ants of Zhalong National Nature Reserve.

Of the world's l5 species of crane, six
live in Zhalong. Their home is a 210900-
hectare wetland aboil 27 km from the
province's second largest city of Qiqihar.
Consisting of many small lakes, swamps
and vast meadows, the wetland is the most
intact, pristine and vast marsh in north
China.

The wetland is the ideal habitat for
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many species and a resting place for many
cross-border migrating birds. Some 290 bnd'
species and other wildlife call it home.

The marsh was established as a nature
reserve in 7979 and was promoted to a na-
tionally important place in 1987 .ln 1992
China joined the Convention on Wetlands
of International Importance especially as
Waterfowl Habitat (the Convention on

http://www.bjreview.com

Wetlands), and Zhalong rvas listed in its in-
ternational wetland catalogue.

Red-crowned cranes living in the marsh
feed on fish and shrimp, grass roots and other
aquatic organisms. They use the reeds as a
natural shelter to reproduce. Their long legs,
necks and beaks are adapted to a life in shal-
low water. However, their habitat is facing
increasing threats due to human activities.

The breeding problem
Currently, red-crowned cranes can be

found only in a few countries like China,
Japan, North Korea and Russia. A recent
survey of the birds in Zhalong found some
300 wild red-crowned cranes living there.

"lt's vital for us to increase the popula-
tion of wild red-crowned cranes," said Wang
Wenfeng, Vice Director of Administration of ) )
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the Zhalong National Nature Reserve. "The
most effective way to increase its population
is by artificial breeding and returning bred
birds to the wild," he said.

Zhalong is the largest artificial breeding
center for red-crowned cranes in the coun-
try. Artificial breeding has been going on
there since the reserve's establishment in
1979. More than 800 such cranes bred by
humans over the past 30 years are living,
and their genes are no different from wild
birds.

The red<rowned crane is considered more
vigilant than other cranes. They can detect even
the weakest sounds and the slightest signs of
danger. They form long-term mating pairs that
engage in "monogamous marriages," which
are not broken until death. If one of the birds
dies before the other, the surviving partner will
remain single for the rest of its life.

The red-crorvned crane is also a bird
that maintains high standnrds for choosing a
mate. It will not intermarry and the male will
usually choose a female that is one or two
years older than him. When two birds pair
up, they will sing and dance to each other
before the bond becomes permanent.

Two methods have been adopted in
Zhalong to release the artificially bred
cranes into the wild. The first is called scal
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tering breeding. As the human-bred cranes
reach their sexual maturity and find mates
to become reproductive couples, they are
let out of the breeding cages and return to
the wild.

Breeders feed them in the daytime rvith
food and when night falls they go back to the
lakeside to spend the night.

"They spend the whole winter this rvay.
The next spring they have babies in the
wild, and they live with the wild cranes. In
autumn they migrate to the south, finishing
the process of becoming rvild if there are not
any human disturbances," said Wang. There
have so far been 1 2 couples in the scattering-
breeding program that have produced more
than l0 baby cranes.

The second method to release bred
cranes is by freeing them. To ensure their
smooth return to the wild. breeders at the
reserve train the baby cranes to fly everyday.
The 163 baby cranes are teamed up in five
age-based groups. The training is open to
bird-watching tourists, who number 150,000
each year.

Wang said the next important bit of
research is to understand the connection
between scattering-breeding cranes and wild
ones. "Scattering-breeding cranes will oc-
cupy the nests of the wild ones. Too many

bred cranes might affect reproduction rates
of wild birds," he said.

"Work must also be done to monitor the
hydrology, birds, and green vegetation," said
Wang. Researchers will monitor the places
where cranes reproduce, where they stop along
their migratory routes and where frey overwin-
ter. Those results, he said, will be evaluated to
promote and improve their methods.

Saving the wetland
From 1999 to 2002, a severe drought

hit Zhalong and the Wyuer River basin, its
water supply. Only 130 square km of the
700-square-km core area remained wet. In
2000, a wildfire lasting a dozen days almost
destroyed the wetland ecosystem. The next
year, the local govemment raised funds and
diverted 35 million cubic meters of water
to the Zhalong rvetland, which saved the
shrinking 13O-square-km wet area. In April
2002. the rvater diversion project was com-
pleted, and added 350 million cubic meters
of water toZhalong.

According to hydrological records of
the past 100 yeeLrs, Zhalong wetlands and its
nearby Nenjiang River basin were not sup-
posed to be in a drought period. Experts said
the drought was caused by human activities.

Beginning in the early 1990s, the local
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government boosted economic develop-
ment by turning wetlands to farmland and
using lakes to breed fish. Even the small
ponds were used for agricultural purposes.
The newly constructed ditches, small dams,
roads and drainage systems around and in-
side the wetland changed its hydrology and
characteristics and damaged the integrity
of its ecosystem. Marshes turned into dry
grasslands. Salty and alkaline lands emerged,
which lost their plant diversity, fish stocks
and many rare birds.

Experts say the Zhalong wetland, if
kept in good condition, can store and pu-
rify floodwater, regulate the 1ocal climate,
replenish underground water supplies and
preserve biodiversity and productivity. It can
also significantly contribute to preventing
the western desert from spreading east, and
protecting the area from drought and salini-
zation.

"The severe shortage of water puts pres-
sure on the reproduction of wild red-crowned
cranes in Zhalong," said Wang.

At the end of their incubation period in
mid-May 2008, there were still more than 80
wild cranes who had not mated yet. "It's a
rare occasion," Wang added.

In November 2008, experts observed a
group of 70 red-crowned cranes who had

http://www.bjreview{om

1. RARE BIRDS: Red-crowned
cranes are native inhabitants of
Zhalong National Nature Reserve

2. A LITTLE HELP: Breeders train
red-crowned cranes to help them adapt
to a future life in the wild on July 29

3. MAKING ROOM: ln the future,
villagers who live inside the Zhalong
National Nature Reserve will be moved
out to create a better wetland
environment for wildlife

not yet begun to mi,qrate south. Only six
chicks were born that year. And the number
of breeding nests is belorv 20 this year. "It's
obvious that the breeding success rate is de-
creasing," Wang said.

This year, the provincial government
is rushing to establish a long-term water
supply mechanism. Each year a fund of
about 2 million yuan ($294,000) from the
provincial government and 1 million yuan
($147,000) from municipal governments
of Qiqihar and Daqing will be allocated to
construct water supply projects. More than
250 million cubic meters of water will be
diverted into Zhalong annually to solve the
water shortage.

Make room for the cranes
Zhang Changfu, who migrated to

Zhalong in 1958 from Shandong Province,
saw the wild red-crowned cranes as soon as

he arrived. Over the last 50 years, he made a
living fishing and selling reeds.

"Now I realize that I am stealing food
from the red-crowned cranes," he said.

There are more than 1,500 households
in 13 villages living in the core area of the
Zhalong wetland. Reed harvesting, overfish-
ing and tuming grassland to farmland almost
destroyed the area's environment. Every

year, many waterfowl abandon their eggs
and nests and leave because of disturbances
by humans.

If these households move out of the core
area, rare birds like the red-crowned cranes
can inhabit the area safely. It is reported that
the provincial govemment has made a resi-
dent relocation plan that will be implemented
in the near future.

"People have to live their lives, and the
wetland also has to be preserved," said Li
Changyou, head of the Administration of
Zhalong National Nature Reserve. "The best
way is for the 1500 families to move out of
the core area. That way, the villagers' lives
can be improved and the precious wetland
can be saved."

"I'm looking forward to moving to a

better place," Zhang confessed, saying the
worsening environment has meant that the
reeds have not been growing well and his
income has been falling.

Many residents said they understand
why they need to be moved and others said
they would move if a better place were of-
fered. On the walls of the Zhaokai Primary
School, whose students were relocated out of
the wetlands in20O7, there are still slogans
painted saying, "It is honorable to love and
protectthecranes." r
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Keeping Swamp as Treasures
Chinese wetlands are slowly getting protection under the law

ByTANG YUANKA!
Iq1 many years, 66-year-old Beijing
[resident Liang Yu wanted to visit the

I city's famous Yeyahu Lake in Yanqing
I County. Recently his wish ciune true.

Yeyahu, which means wild duck lake,
is Beijing's first wetland park and only wet-
land reserve for birds. Its protected wetlands
have grown to 10,000 hectares, accounting
for more than 5 percent of the county's total
area.

A wetland is a natural reservoir and
considered to act like one of the Earth's kid-
neys. It is considered one of the three major
ecological systems along with forests and
oceans.

Wetlands have many special ecologi-
cal functions and play an important role in
preserving the environmental balance. When
water flows through wetlands, substances be-
ing carried in it slowly separate out from the
flow and are deposited in silt. Wetland plants
take up those substances and some even ab-
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sorb toxic particles.
"Wetland plants can absorb abundant

amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus from
polluted waters. The removal rates of to-
tal nitrogen and phosphorus can reach 70
percent and 90 percent, respectively," said
Xian Ping, Director of the Department of
Environmental Engineering at Guangxi
University's School of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering.

Beijing's Wetlands
According to a report released by

Yanqing County, the immense surface area
of wetlands can effectively prevent sand and
dust from entering Beijing from the north-
west,.and the enormous amount of aquatic
plants is capable of absorbing carbon diox-
ide, a greenhouse gas. Yanqing's wetlands
work to purify Beijing's atrnosphere.

But with more media coverage of the
health of wetlands over recent years, more
people have been raising concems about los-

ing these valuable resources.
"People, including govemment ofncials, do

not understand the importance of wetland pnes-

ervation. They believe tlre most important thing
is to prevent and contol droughts, floods and

sandstorms, but wetland preservation can be
considered in the future," said Hou Baokun, for-
mer Director of the Wildlife Protection Office
of the Beijing Foresry Bweau.

"Actually, the solution to such problems
lies in the rvetlands. Experts say that 80
percent of sand is generated locally; a moist
surface environment like in a wetland can
hold such sands. In the 1990s, sandstorms
became more frequent while the severe loss
of wetlands happened at the same time,"
Hou said.

The Beijing Forestry Prospect and
Design Institute organized an investigation to
the area's wetlands lrr2OO7. After 18 months
of investigation, experts developed a clear
understanding of the wetlands' area, distri-
bution and wildlife species that call it home.
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They developed a detailed distribution chart
and set up a database, creating a foundation
with which authorities could develop preser-
vation plans for the city's wetlands.

"Beijing currently has 51,400 hectares
of wetlands, which account for 3.13 percent
of the total area of the city," said Liang, who
lives near the Summer Palace and always
cares for Beijing's wetlands.

Beijing will build six or seven more
wetland parks by the end of this year and the
total number will reach 14 within two years,
authorities said.

Beijing authorities recently published
an evaluation guide for r.vetland parks. "The
wetland area should be more than 30 percent
of the total area of the park, which must be
no less than 8 hectares," said Yin Junjie,
Director of the Wildlife Protection Office of
the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Landscape
and Forestry.

He said wetlands are mainly conserva-
tion areas and restrict the number of people
who can enter. "The guide aims to combine
wetlands and city functional parks, letting
citizens enjoy both and relieving Beijing's
urban heat island effect, which means the
urban area of Beijing is warmer than its sur-
rounding rural areas," Yin said.

The Convention on Wetlands is an in-

ternational treaty for the conservation and
sustainable utilization of wetlands. It was de-
veloped and adopted by participating nations
at a meeting in Ramsar, Iran on February
2, 1971, and came into effect on December
21 , 1975. China ratified the Convention in
1992. Since then, the Chinese Government
has invested more in protecting and restor-
ing wetland resources. In September 1994,
the State Forestry Administration and 16
other ministries and administrations began
working out the China National Wetlands
Conservation Action Plan, which was put
into effect in November 2000. In June 2004,
the General Office of the State Council is-
sued the Circular of Further Strengthening
Wetland Protection Management, putting
wetland protection into the national agenda.

Today, China has more than 38 million
hectares of wetlands. By the end of 2008,
China had built 80 wetland parks, more than
550 wetland nature reserves and 36 inter-
nationally important wetlands, thus putting
17.9 million hectares of natural wetlands
under protection.

Legislative intentions
Authorities recently began seeking

opinions on a draft of the Regulations on

Wetlands Protection, which will be sent to
the Legislative Affairs Office of the State
Council for approval.

The Wetland Conservation and
Management Center's Bao Daming said
that a lag or lack of laws added difficulties
to establishing effective management sys-
tems.

"The protection of wetlands must be
cooperative between different departments,"
said Bao. If cooperation cannot be formed
between concerned departments, the full
protection of wetlands will not be achieved,
even if legislative resources are developed
separately by the agencies, he said.

In recent years, some local authori-
ties have achieved progress in wetland
protection legislation. Eight provinces
and autonomous regions, including
Heilongjiang, Liaoning, Inner Mongolia,
Hunan, Guangdong, Shaanxi, Gansu and
Ningxia, have now approved protective
legislation and most of the others are tak-
ing up the same lvork.

The eight provinces and autonomous
regions cover 30 percent of China's total
area. Due to the difference in wetland types
and different problems facing each, each of
the set of laws and regulations is also differ
significantly. r

New Life for Xixi
Xixi National Wetland Park is located in west

Hangzhou, east China's Zhejiang Province.
The formerly 60-square-km Xixi wetlands

have an 1,800-year history, though it has only
been in the last 20 years that the wetland's area
has dramatically shrunk due to habitat destruc-
tion from urban encroachment. Today, the area
is only 10.08 square km. In August 2003, the
Government of Hangzhou decided to rescue the
wetlands.

"When I was at primary and secondary
schools, I often went to play around Xixi. It 'uvas

a beautiful place," said Wang Guoping, Secretary
of the Hangzhou Municipal Committee of the
Communist Party of China. He said real estate de-
velopment threatened to destroy the Xixi wetlands.
"Nobody wants such a result, so we decided to for-
bid development within 11 square km around the
wetland," he said.

In the last six years, the local government has

NEW ATTRACTION: Hangzhou's Xixi National Wetland Park shows
its new face. The natural area has become a draw for tourists
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invested 10 billion yuan ($1.5 billion) into dealing with the Xixi
wetlands. The project is divided into three phases and is expected
to be completed by the end of this October.

The project emphasized preserving the integrity of ecologi-
cal systems, improving the environment and the water quality,
protecting the animal and plant resources and their habitats, keep-
ing cultural heritage intact, coordinating facility construction and
environmental protection and strengthening science education to

protect the area. Three ecological protection and recovery areas
including Feijia Pool, Xialong Beach and Chaotianmu Lake were
set up inside the wetlands.

But the project did not abandon the tourism interests. Wang
said that the government is now trying to find the best balance
between economic, ecological and social concems. "I believe the
protection of the Xixi wetlands and economic efficiency can be
achieved at the same time," Wang said.
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Sanctuary
ln the
Marsh

Of the rvorld's 15 species of crane, six
live in Zhalong National Nature Reserve,
a 210,OO0-hectare wetland in China.
Consisting of many small lakes, swamps
and sprarvling meadolvs, the rvetland is the
most intact, pristine and vast marsh in the
north. The wetland is an ideal habitat for
many species and a resting place for many
cross-border migrating birds. Some 290
bird species and other rvildlife call it home.

(For ntore, please visit
wwtt.bjrevi ew.com.cn.)
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The World Outside
An international gathering of anthropologists and eth-
nologists opens Chinese academics to more conversa-
tions about cultures
By Ll Ll
rJhe International Union of
! Anthropological and Ethnological

I 8"ffitqffi, Hi a?Jffi1,7
since the gala of anthropologists and eth-
nologists was founded 75 years ago. Scholars
believe the milestone congress, which takes
place once every five years, will boost intema-
tional recognition of China's anthropology and
ethnological study while Chinese
researchers to open filtter to the outside world.

Antlropologists study the origin, behavior
and development of humans. Hao Shiyuan,
the 16th International Congress of IUAES
Organizing Committee Vice Director, said
although anthropology was imported liom the
West to China in fte 1920s, is development has

been dynamic in the county.
He said Chinese anthropologists and eth-

nologists have begun to use their academic
findings to solve the country's practical
social problems, such as protecting the
environment, finding suitable economic
development paths for ethnic minority areas
and protecting endangered languages.

Hao, who also directs the Institute of
Ethnology and Anthropology under the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, said
China, a developing country going through
industrialization, has rich materials for

anthropological and ethnological studies.
And the country's scholars have launched
studies into the four major branches of an-
thropological studies-physical and cultural
anthropology, linguistics and archaeology.
He said more international exchange would
help the country's scholars to ease social
problems and better understand the knowl-
edge structure and social responsibility of the
two sciences.

"This congress has provided an unprec-
edented opportunity for Chinese scholars to
leam from their foreign counterparts and for
the intemational anthropology and ethnology
arenas to study the level of Chinese scholar-
ship," said Hao.

The China Union of Anthropological and
Ethnological Sciences, which joined ruAES
in 1992, successfully bid in 2003 to host the
organization's l6th Intemational Congress
in Kunming, capital of the ethnically diverse
Yunnan Province.

The IUAES was founded under the guid-
ance of I,NESCO in 1948 as an organization
of social and anthropological scientists and
institutions.

Outgoing ruAES President Luis Albeno
Vargas, a Mexican physical anthropologist,
said he was impressed with the rise in stature

of Chinese scholars in ttre IUAES. Vargas said

China had gone through a slow progression,

from sending a few scholars to IUAES con-
gresses to hosting it, wtfch has helped the world
to better understand the country's academia.

Jing Jun, a Tsinghua University so-
ciology professor who presided over this
congress, said Chinese anthropologists and
ethnologists have a language disadvantage
in making their works known internation-
ally. Jing said that the most renowned
academic journals in the world are all in
English, marginalizing many Chinese
scholars conducting studies who do not
write in the language.

"That does not mean their research and
studies are not up to the best standards," said
Jing, who received a doctoral degree in an-
thropology from Harvard University. He has

conducted research on AIDS in China over
the past nine years and co-authored a paper
titled China and AIDS-The Time to Act
Is Now, which was published in the joumal
Science in2002.

According to Jing, scholars from Hong
Kong and Taiwan are more proficient in
English compared to their mainland counter-
parts, he said, which allows their studies to
be published internationally.

To overcome the language barrier,
Vargas suggested that China's anthropology
groups select the best papers by Chinese
scholars every year and post them on the
IUAES website with translations. He said
enlarging scholar exchange programs with
foreign institutions would also enhance the
intemational recognition of Chinese scholars.

Robert Moore, an anthropology profes-
sor at Rollins College in Florida who chaired
a panel discussion at the congress on contem-
porary Chinese culture, said that China has

a number of anthropologists whose research
and studies are up to international standards.
Moore, who spends a lot of time in Beijing
for his research, knows several Chinese
ethnological professors who were invited as

visiting scholars to renowned universities
like Stanford, Harvard and Cambridge.

Other scholars believe that studying the
cultures of other countries can also improve
the openness of Chinese researchers. Jing said

China's curiosity toward other cultures could
prove its own self-awareness and confidence.

But developed countries have many
more scholars working to understand de-
veloping countries' cultures than the other
way around, he said. He believed that an
important reason for this phenomenon is that
developed countries are more financially ca-
pable to flnance such programs.

"Westemers can look at China and China
can also look at the West. We see different
things. That makes anthropology very inter-
esting and diverse," said Peter J. M. Nas, an

urban anthropologist from the Netherlands
and also the President-elect of IUAES. "Thus
we can leam from each other." r
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Famiff Condemnations
Separatist leader Rebiya Kadeer's family members write
to apologize to Urumqi riot
the violence
ByYUAN YUAN

!|fficials released two letters on August

I It lrom ramlly memDers or xeorya

! lKadeer, who is believed the master-
lTmind behind the July 5 Urumqi dead-
ly riot. condemning her separatist activities
and apologizing to victims of the violence.

The eldest son, daughter and brother
of Kadeer, leader of the World Uygur
Congress, wrote the letters on July 24.

"We were very angry and ashamed after
the riot happened. Those who committed
crimes should take responsibility. We were
not involved in the riot. We are innocent and
we are victims as well. As her family mem-
bers, we are very angry about the riot that
was organized by our mother (and sister) to
separate the country," said the letter, which
was originally written in Uygur language.

The authors of the letter also admitted
that they received a phone call from Kadeer
six hours before the riot took place warning
them there would be a "big incident."

"She told me something big would
happen in Urumqi," said Memet, Kadeer's
brother who used to live and work with her.
to Xinhua News Agency. "From what she
said on the phone, she knew about this acci-
dent beforehand. If she helped incite the riot,
she rvill be punished no matter rvhere she is."

Rebiya's eldest son, Khahar, rvimessed the
riot on July 5. He told Xinhua, "I sarv the rvhole
fting from the balcony of my apartrnent on the
l2th floor. Mobs came fiom the south. They
smashed shops, burned police vehicles and
buses and beat passers-by. I believe no one in
Xinjiang expected such violence to occur."

"We rvere rvorrying that there might be
a misunderstanding that we, as her children,
were also involved," he said. "That's why
we thought about writing a letter to families
of the riot victims."

"We feel sorry for the victims and their
families. You must still be feeling deep sor-
rorv for losing your loved ones though more
than half a month has passed. We can do
nothing but apologize. In addition, we hope
our Uygur brothers do not believe what our
mother (and sister) said. We, from different
ethnic groups, should be friends with one
another and contribute to creating a stable,
beautiful and happy Xinjiang," they wrote.

A broken family
Kadeer had six children with ex-husband

http://www.bjreview.com

victims and ask her to stop

Abdurehim. They divorced in 1977, when
all the children were still young. Khahar, the
eldest, was 13 years old, while the youngest,
Alim, was only eight months old.

"My memories of my mother are blank
before the age of 17," said Alim,33.

After graduating from medical school in
1999, he began to run his mother's company,
which later came under investigation for
tax evasion. Alim rvas put in jail in 2007 for
evading taxes of more than 7 million yuan
($1.02 million).

"When the company rvas investigated, my
mother called me fiom abroad and told me that
I could go into the street to demonstrate and set

myself on fire with gasoline so as to threaten the
govemment," said Alim, rvho leamed about the
July 5 riot through media repots. He could not
undentand how a mother could teach her son to
do ttrat, he said.

"She might not know hor.v many people
died, how many were injured and how badly
the city was affected," said Khahar. "What

should we do as her children?"
A letter to Rebiya signed by 12 of her

family members voiced anger over her
betrayal of promises not to take part in sepa-

ratist activities and indignity over the riot.
"Because of you, so many innocent people

lost their lives in Urumqi on July 5, and so

many houses, shops and vehicles were bumed
or damaged," they wrote. "Harmony and unity
among ethnic groups wele undermined."

"Please think about our happiness and
that of your grandchildren," they said. "Don't
destroy the stable and happy life in Xinjiang.
Don't follow the provocations from some
people in other countries."

They also wrote that the local govemment
did not harass them because oftheir relationship
wittr her.'The govemment treats us very nicely.
We are often told, 'Your mother is responsible

for things she did. It has nothing to do rvith
you."'

Her daughter, Roxingul, who has been
rvorking in a local school for more than 20
years, said she "gets along very well" with
others, though many know Kadeer is her
mother. "At first I was afraid people would
hate me very much," she said.

"She is my mother. It is not good to say

things bad about her. But we just hope she

can pull herself out of these (separatist) ac-
tivities," said Khahar. "Maybe she will listen

to advice from her children." r

AN INDICTMENT Family members of separatist leader Rebiya Kadeer
wrote two letters on July 24. The top one is to Kadeer and the bottom
one is to the victims of the July 5 riot
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Hilton Beijing Wongtujing
Showcosing on cmcly of brunch fcrvorites

ond internqtionol selections, complemented by
o lree flow ol premium chompogne, Beijing's
newest chompogrne brunch-.fizztqstic"-offers
o culinory discovery cmd hint ol the forbidden qt
Pento Dining Hoven, the lilth floor collection of
restouronts crnd bctrs crt Hi.lton Beijing Wcngfujing
every Sundcry stcrting on September 13.

TitiUote the polote of your Iomily crnd friends
with the oppetizing selection ol brunch trodiuons
plus intenqtionol gostronomic sensotions ol
Iresh seofood, ossorted corvery, chorcuterie crnd
much morel Moster chels will tempt you with qn
eclectic mix ol Westem ond Asion live cooking
stotions puned on the spot. The culinory discov-
ery continues w1th boundless delightful desserts
ol pies ond tcnts, crepes ond souffl6s, cmd heqps
oI ice creom ond sorbet. An even bigger menu
ol finely selected, free-flow premium bubbly crnd
beveroges completes the Sundcry teost.

Be mesmedzed with the gEqcefulness of the
teo moster ond interoct with the colligropher
os you joumey ond dj.ne qround the Pentq floor
with music o1 the hotel's resident jozz bcmd
Cosoblonco. Sip bock qnd Ieel the fizz, Iet the
"tots" ioumey into the "Kidz Pmodtse" with their
own buffet hovering c[ound cortoon movies cmd
plcrytul knick knocks!

"Fizztostic" chompogne brunch is priced
ot 398 yuon per person plus o ls-percent sur-
chorge, every Sundoy from I 1:30 o.m, to 3 p.m.
stqrting on September 13, 2009, For more detoils
ond reservqtions, pleose coll 86-10-58128888 ext.
8411.

Shongri-Lc's Kerry Center Hotel,
Beijing

Chino Fi.lrn pre-
miered its new movie
On His Mdlesty's
Secrct Seruice on JvLy
23 ot Shcrngri-Lo's
Kerry Center Hotel,
Beiling. Mcmy leoding
filrn stctrs ftom Chino's
moinlond crld Hong
Kong qttended the
ceremony.

Filrn director
wong Jing (left) hod

photos token with the
hotel's dtector ol soles crnd morketing, Lim Sor
Hoon.

Loong Pqlqce Hotel & Resort
Recently, the lclI:nous subwoy mogozine

Fdst Ldne Iaunched its "2009 White-Collds Most
PreJerred Restcrulqnt" selection qmong the white
collcr workers using the subwoy system in
Bei,ing, Uroshimo Joponese Restcrurcrnt crt Loong
Pqlqce Hotel & Resort wos crworded "The Best
Vqlue Authentic Jopcmese Restoulqnt."

"Uroshimo will continue to create joyful, un-
forgettqble qnd ftesh Joponese cuisine ccrteing
to globol Jcrponese cuisine Iovers crt reosonoble
pdces," scrid Joponese Executive Chel Zeng.
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The editor o1 Fost Ica-re Wcmg Wei sqid, "AU

our crwqrd winners offer something more thqn
just very good food."

The Greqt WoIl Sherqton Hotel Beijing
The o{fciol press

conference of o new
mcntiol orts comedy
Trocing Shadow wo:s
held crt The Greot Woll
Sheroton Hotel Beiiing. In
ottendqnce for the event
were the dtector, moin
octors ond octesses,
Froncis Ng (right), the
flm's dtector crnd octor,
wos welcomed by Niels
Pqntenbwg, director of
Iood crnd beveroge of the
hotel.

InterContinentql
Beijing Beichen

The most buzzing
qnd trendy wedding
show thrs surruner wos
held in the bolhoom
of the Intercontinentql
Beijrng Beichen on
August l, A-ll the portici-
ponts hod opportunities
to win prizes.

The Intercontinen-
tol Beijing Beichen
wedding services

ence whethet you ore troveling on business or
Ieisure.

The Peninsulcr Hotels
Portroits ol Peniruulo-the colloborotron of

two Iegends which origlnolly debuted in October
2004 with the lounch ot The Peninsulo Hotels'
crwod-winning globol odvertising compoigm
teoturing the work of renowned podrcrit photog-
rcrpher Annie Leibovitz---continues in 2009 with
the second collecuon o1

Leibovitz's imoges commis-
sioned by the hotel group.
The photo show will toke
ploce ot The Peninsulo ho-
tels in Chicqgo ond Tokyo.

A collection of block-
crnd-wNte imoges,
Portroits of Peninsu.lo goes
to the heort ol the guest
experience thcrt distin-
gushes Peninsulo hotels
os the finest in the world,
With the photos, Leibovitz
depcnts from her trodi-
tion ot celebrity podroitue to locus on people
ond personolities behmd the Peninsulo brond.
Though not fomous, the foces of Peninsr.do
pogeboys, housekeepers crnd bellrnen dre just
os compelling os those of celebriUes when seen
through her lens.

'So much ol whcrt mokes Peninsulo's style
oi hospitolity speciol is the peFonol connection
our stoJl hos with guests," sclid Peter C. Borer,
Chief Operoting OJficer ol The Peninsulo Hotels,
'Our cultue ol worm ond genuine service is
expressed through every one oJ or.tr lcrrr[]y of em-
ployees. To us, service is on cnt, wNch is why we
chose o true crtist to represent it. Annie Leibovitz
coptured the spirit oI our employees with sincer-
rty. Tfuough the honesty oI her imoges, we hqve
crecrted o compoigm thot will resoncrte with our
crudience for o very long time.'

The Ritz-Ccrlton Hotel Co., L.L.C.
The Ritz-Corlton Hotel Co., L.L.C. is reoching

out to corpordte executives, meeting plqnners
crnd conJerence Gttendees in cm effort to encour-
oge the scheduling ol meetings ftom educotionol
semin@s, incentive trips, customer oppreciation
events to onnuol retreots. with the messoge,
"lt's not extrovogcrnt, iI it produces results," the
crwcnd-winning hotel compcmy is highlighting
the vqlue-qdded proposition of selecting o Ritz-
Ccrlton hotel or resod, even during the curent
cholleng[ng economic envi]onment.

"Meetings Within Reoch" includes the follow-
ing volue-qdded components Ior groups booking
10 or more nights ot Ritz-Ccslton hotels qll over
the world:

*Dcdly continentol breoklqst;
*Generql session meeting room;
*High-speed Intemet occess in one meeting

room;
*2o-percent scrvings on oudio visuol needsl

cmd
*Select suite upgrodes
Meetings must be booked by September 30

cErd held by December 31.

L

teo:o provides excel-
Ience crnd personolized service o1 the highest
stondords. Wedding celebrqtions wril unveil
exquisite cuisine, unsurpossed seruice, elegdnt
florol crecrtions clnd toble settings, supported by
qdvonced sound qnd illuminotion locilities for o
dozzling wedding ceremony.

The mogniliceni bollroom crnd seven multi-
funcuon meeting rooms of the hotel hcrve been
renovcrted since October 2008 ond stcnted to
receive ccrterings cmd events since Mcry 2009.
For meetings cmd bcrnguets, the Intercontinentol
Beijing Beichen hos more thcn 1,700 squore
meters of meeting crnd function spoce, oll with
stote-olthe-cnt technologry ideql for weddrng
ceremonies.

Grqnd Mercure Xidon Beijing
Grcrnd Mercure Xidqn Beijing successfully

held its "Colorful Summer Night" oppreciotion
pcnty by receiving obout 300 gmests on July 15.
Conveniently Iocoted in the hecEt of Beijing,
Grcrnd Mercue Xidon Beijing is pcrt ol Accor
Hotels Worldwide, eoch expressing the spirit oJ
their locotion. This NgNy styllsh hotel, in the
business crrd
commerciol
shopping dis-
trict ol Xidcm.
oJfers o
personolDed
hotel experi-
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THE 13TH CHINA INTERNATIONAL FAIR
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I BUSINESS

By LAN XINZHEN

A total of 157 listed companies had issued
their midterm frnancial reports by July 30, re-
leasing fi.rther news of progress and growth in
the first halfofthis year.In the second quarter,
136 companies achieved a higher performance
than in the first quarter, of which 52 saw their
growth rise above 100 percent. Only 2l compa-
nies suffered from a worse performance in the

second quarter than the first.

Recovery plans
A research report released by the China

Securities Co. Ltd. (CSC) indicates that dur-
ing the pick-up process of the real economy,
it is government policies that push up and
enable the infrastructure. resource and con-
sumption industries to recover first.

The auto industry, selected to receive the
first revitalization plan from the state, has
experienced a decline in industry inventory
since the fourth quarter of 2008, while its
yeaf-on-yeaf growth of production-sales ratio
has been expanding steadily. Growth in the
recovering auto industry has outperformed
expectations, with continued progress likely
as the economy becomes more stable and
real demand begins to increase.

Since the early months of 2009, sales of
housing have been growing, mainly benefit-
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ing from favorable policies and the release of
inflexible demand. Plentiful liquidity has also
supported a revival in the real estate market.

The fast growth of credit also plays a vital
role in accelerating economic recovery, the
CSC report poins out. Credit in large scales of-
fers more financial support to the real economy,
ensuring enough liquidity during economic
recovery following the global financial crisis.

According to statistics released by the
People's Bank of China, in tlrc first half of 2009
the country's banks granted a record high of737
trillion yuan ($1.08 billion) in loans, up 34.4
percent year on year. The grotth was 4.92 bil-
lion yuan ($72035 million) higher than that in
the same period last year.

The CSC report holds that in 2009 cy-
clical consumption industries, such as real
estate and automobiles, will recover first,
followed by resources industries, including
petroleum and power, and the mechanic
industry. The iron and steel industry is ex-
pected to be the last to recover.

Among listed companies on the Chinese
stock markets, most are state-owned enterprises

administered by Central Govemment (central

SOEs) or their holding companies. According
to statistics from the State-owned Assets
Supervision and Administration Commission

(SASAC), since the outset of 2009 performance

ofcentral SOEs has been recovering. Compared
with the first quarter, the pickup in the second

quarter was also more apparcnt.

Stabilizing the banks
On July 14, Bank of Ningbo, a local bank,

issued its mid-term financial report, the first
one issued by listed banks this year and the

only one issued by August l. The bank report

amended previous expectations on is mid-term
performance in 2m9, saying that the net profis
in the fint half of this year decreased less than

5 percent year on year, while in the report for
the fint quarter the bank predicted a mid-term
perlormance decrease of 30 percent.

According to Bank of Ningbo published
papers, the grolvth of loans granted by the
bank increased slowly in the first quarter, but
by the end of the second quarter it had finished
its credit plan for the whole year, particularly
through loans granted to individuals.

Bank performance is also recovering
in those financial institutions that operate
nationwide. Bank of China's first quarter
financial report showed that quarterly eam-
ings per share of the bank were just 0.07
yuan ($0.0 1 ), a year-on-year decline of 22.22
percent. By August 3 the bank still had not
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released its midterm report, but the CSC
report predicts that the bank's earnings per
share for the frst half of 2009 will be 0.14
yuan ($0.02), a year-on-year decline of 17.6
percent, which is an improvement from the
decrease experienced in the first quarter.

A total of 12 banks are listed on the Chinese
stock markets. According to the CSC report,
in ttre first half, five banks achieved bener per-
formances over the same period last year and
four achieved equal performances, while three
reported worse performances, but their decrease

in the secondquarter slowed down more than in
tlre first quarter.

Prospective growth
Among the 157 companies that issued

mid-term reports of 2009, some 69 provided
performance forecasts for the third quarter,
with 5l predicting better performance, four
wiping out deficits, three equaling current
performance and 1l expecting a decline.

The report on the 2009 Chinese eco-
nomic outlook, released by the Center for
Forecasting Science of Chinese Academy of
Sciences, predicts that the third quarter will
be a time of recovery for listed companies.
The report holds that investment in infra-
structure will continue to grow in the third
quarter, with certain listed companies fully
beneflting from the infrastruchrre boom.

The real estate and auto industries may
be the leaders in the new round of economic
growth in China, said a report of the China
Asset Management Co. Ltd. With sales of
houses improving, real estate investment
will rise again in the second half of this year.
Infrastructure investment will continue to
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increase rapidly as well, and the growth
of infrastructure investment in central and
westem regions and in northeast China's old
industrial base will be much higher than that
in the coastal areas of east China, greatly
improving the performance of companies in
related industries, the report stated.

Further efforts needed
Despite the economic improvements, many

of8cials and economists wam that the founda-
tion for the economic pickup is not sound.

Li Rongrong, Chairman of the SASAC,
warned at a conference held in Beijing on
J:uly 2l that there are still some problems
that cannot be ignored in the production and
operational processes of central SOEs. The
foundation for the growth of economic re-
tums is not yet solid, Li said, as revenues of
some enterprises are still dropping sharply.
Still other enterprises have reported financial
losses due to the large amount of funds held
by current inventories, mismanagement and
the inability to quickly adjust to the econom-
ic situation.

Li also wamed that there are still many
uncertainties and unstable factors at home and
abroad. The situation surrounding the world
economic recession has not yet changed, the
global economy may linger at a low level for a
longer time than anticipated and there is even
the possibility of a reversal of the current posi-
tive economic growth, Li said.

Growing inventories and export slump
are also major contributors to Chinese enter-
prises' troubles.

China had faced inflation before the global
financial crisis broke out and inventories of
companies had been high. According to finan-
cial reports by the country's top eight listed steel
companies, their inventories increased from

2i7 96bilhon yuan ($4.09 billion) at the end of
last year to 28.98 billion >uan $a2A bilion) at

the end of the fint quarter of this year. auafterly
reports of 26 listed textile and garment com-
panies for the first quarter showed that their
combined inventories jumped up to 948 billion
yuan ($1.39 billion) at tlre end of the fint quar-
ter of this year from 653 billion yuan ($956.08

million) at the end of last year, surging 45 per-
cent.

The consumption market has remained
stagnant after the financial crisis, with inven-
tories increasing so that many companies are

operating under capacity. Reducing these
inventories will be the major problem Chinese
companies face in the coming months and
years.

Exporting also presents an obstacle
blocking Chinese companies' growth and
development. "The European and U.S. mar-
kets are hard to recover, and in the next two
or three years, it will be difficult for Chinese
exports to pick up. Even if this round of fi-
nancial crisis should pass, it is impossible for
Chinese exports to recover to the previous
high level," said Cao Jianhai, Director of the
Research Office of Investrnent and Market of
the Institute of Industrial Economics under
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.

"Now many export-oriented companies
are suffering reduced orders and operating
under capacity. The situation in which profits
of Chinese companies, especially those small
and medium-sized ones, are declining is hard
to be reversed in a short term," said Li.

On numerous occasions, high-ranking
Chinese officials have stated that the gov-
emment will not change its easy monetary
policy and proactive fiscal policy to stimu-
late the economy. The policies of stimulating
exports will remain unchanged as well. r

HOLDING UP: The Lianyungang Port in east coastal Jiangsu Province
has effectively pulled out of the economic slump, with cargo shipments
in the first seven months increasing 11 percent
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Rising Waters
A roarinB wave of water price lrikes sweeps througl-r
China

By HU YUE

o lar this year, more than 30
Chinese cities, including Bei.jing,
Shanghai and Guangzhou. have
ertnottnced plans to incrcusc prices

fbr household rvater supplies by a range
of 0.,1 yuan (50.06) to I yuan ($0.1-5) per
cubic metcr. On the foretiont of the tide
rvas Luovang of Henan Province. rvhich
held a I'rearin-u on July 30 to solicit public
opinions about a proposcd pricc increase
by a staggering 50 percent.

Thc local governments havc bccn push-
ing r.rp prices, rvith a vierv of cncouraging
more recycling and efficient lvatcr usc. Thc
t.t-totivittion is rcasonable, given horv dirc thc
collntrJ's rvater needs have becomc.

China's annual per-capita rvatcr avail-
ability stands at 2,200 cubic rrctcrs 25
perccnt of the elobal avera-ue. As thc gros,ing
population living ofT the mea-qer cndo* mcnt
cn.joys higher- levels of consumption. the
clernand firr rvater has explodecl. Whilc rapicl
inclr-rstrial cxpansion and severc pollution put
a heavy strain on water supplies. lcars arc
e-mcrging that the buoyant ecorromic grorvtlr
cor-rlcl dry up. In many big cities, dcplctcd
grountlrvater levels are causing thc ground to
sink.

Ovcr thc past 20 years. the governrrent
has alloivccl water prices to graclr"rally in-
crcase. but at an alarmingly sluerisl'r pacc
over concerns of inflation. At the end o1'

200tt. thc averase householcl ri'atcr pricc in
36 lar-uc and medium-sizecl cities rvas 2.35
yuan ($0.1;1) per cubic meter. about l2 per-
ccnt higher than in ?005.

Thc annual water consumption by
Cl'rincsc is comparable to barely 2 pcrccnt of
thcir annr-ral per-capita disposablc income,
rvell belorv the rvorldrvide :iveragc level of 3

to zl pcrccnt. said the World Bank in a report
issued carlicr this ycar.

Lorr, priccs can reflect neither the scar-
city valr.rc of rvater resources nor the delivery
nor pollr.rtion trcatment costs. and tend to
discourage investments in rvater treatment,
recyclin-u and reuse. Moreover. the poor
water quality and inadequate serviccs poscd
a threat to the public health. said the World
Bank rcporl.

In thc lircc of a daunting challcnsc to
protect cle-an rvater and l'eed the gallop-
ing cconorry. thc country has to rvield the
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price leverage.
It is necessary to take a step-by-step

approach to prcss ahead rvith the rva-
ter price refornrs. rvhich is helpful rvith
sustainirbilit) ()l' rhc eeonomic momen-
tum. said the National Development ancl

Reform Comnrission (NDRC). the top
economic planncr. in a statement released
on Au-9ust -1.

But a series of measurcs should be takcn
to make the price changes acceptable to the
public. such as subsidies to the low-income
groups and iu.r increase in the transpa-encl of
domestic rvater suppliels, said the NDRC.

Murky water
Analysts raise conccrns that the rratcr

cost inflation may srvifily ripple throurh
a number of sectors like stecl and pou'er
generation that usc water as vital resources

in their operations. Besides this, the price
increase may not be an effective catalyst for
the rich to avoid rvaste, and instead rvould
put a squeeze on the well-being of the poor.
they said.

Meanrvhile. after going through continu-
ous price hikes. the consumers have been
asking questions about horv the increased
collection of f'ees rvas being used.

An effective mechanism needs to be cs-

tablished to ensure that the fees iu'e properly
used to improve water treatment fhcilities or
raise consumer awareness of conservation,
said Li Ziran. a researcher with thc Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS). in an

intervierv rvith the Econonric IrtJorrrtttlirtn
Daih'.

"If this is not adequately handled. it
rvill definitely be a stumbling block tcr

lurther price rises. and citst un ontinou:
shadorv over the industry in the long run."
Li said.

More importantly, suspicions arise that
the price increases may be driven more by
cor?oratc 

-qrced 
for higher returns than a so-

callecl necd to restol'e the supply-dernancl
balancc. This obviously goes against the
naturc ol'thc rvatcr supply as part ol thcir

I.rrhli. S,rotl. thilt urc subject to ir sll'illSent
calr on its prolit r-niugins. said analysts.

\lanr s atcr companies push fbr changcs

P.ffitlr.

CLEAN WATER: Many cities like
Beijing and Shanghai have made
pnogress in the protection of water
resources. one example is the
Beijing Huairou Reservoir that
provades clean water for Beijing's
residents
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to the under-pricing, which they claim have
dragged their businesses into the red, said Fu
Tao, a water resource expert with Tsinghua
University, in a statement. But the excuse
sounds flimsy as most of the suppliers have
kept their balance sheets in the black, he
added.

Their losses, if any, may have other
causes, such as mismanagement in delivery
networks or inefficiency of water treatrnent,
he said.

It is obviously not fair to make consum-
ers foot the bill for their mistakes, he added.

While uncertainties still linger over the
local suppliers, there is no doubt about the
profit-chasing instinct of their foreign inves-
tors. In the late 1990s, China started to lift
most of the protectionist barriers that kept
foreign firms out of the water sector. Since
then, dozens of foreign companies have
poured in, building footholds in the less
competitive and potentially high-paying sec-
tor.

Analysts fear that foreign investors.
wary of trickling revenue streams, may
be pressuring their Chinese partners to
juice up profits. The speculation is not
unfounded. Since 2005 when the French
water affairs giant Veolia Water S.A.
bought a 49-percent stake in Kunming
Water Supply Group Co. Ltd., water prices

in the southwest city have jumped a diz-
zying 90 percent so far. In another case,
the price in Lanzhou, capital of northwest
China's Gansu Province, has become
nearly 40 percent higher than in 2007 when
Veolia snapped up a 45-percent interest in
Lanzhou Water Supply Group.

The foreign investors may not be the
decision-makers, but they are definitely
advocates of higher bills, said Li Zhihui,
a senior water resource consultant with
the Goran-Chise International Finance
Consulting (Beijing) Co. Ltd., in a report.

Finding a way out
To smooth the way for the price adjust-

ments, the NDRC required local govemments
to take full responsibility for bearing the
capacities of consumers, the low-income
populations in particular. If necessary, subsi-
dies to the poor households can be increased,
it noted.

The NDRC also suggested promoting a

ladder structure pricing regime in the state-
ment. The regime allows subsidized prices
for a certain amount of water use that can
meet basic living needs, with rates applied
to excessive consumptions gradually in-
creasing to reflect the true costs of water
supplies.

In order to have rational pricing, it is

also necessary to streamline cost account-
ing of the domestic water companies and
proceed with public hearing systems to
strengthen transparency of the price moves,
it added.

The World Bank report said Chinese
consumers should be granted better ac-
cess to reliable and complete information
on water qualities, decision making and
behavior of related stakeholders as a way
to overcome the public resistance to price
hikes.

The water companies should also strike
a balance between interests of their foreign
investors and their concems for their con-
sumers, said Xu Guanglian, an economics
professor with the Renmin University. It's
also imperative for them to make progress
in delivery, maintenance and corporate
management, instead of passing the buck
to consumers, he added.

The government is also exPected to
strengthen supervision over the indus-
try and coordination with water supply
companies, said Fan Mingyuan, a senior
environmental engineer with the World
Bank in the report.

Price increases must additionally be ac-
companied by greater investments in more
effi cient technologies, recycling facilities and

pollution control, Fan added. r
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Tourism Boom
Beijing's sights and attractions continue
to draw increasing travelers as marketers
develop new advertising campaigns,.

HEAVENLY HOLIDAY During the three-day Pure Brightness Day
holiday in April this year, Beijing earned a total tourism income of 810
million yuan ($119.1 million), an 11.3-percent increase from last year

By LAN XINZHEN
lJhs momentum and energy that built

! ,p pno, ro me openrng ceremony or

I U,. 2008 Summer Olympic Cames
Lnry nave suDsroeo as me urymplc

flame bumed out last surilner, but the desire
ficr tourists to visit the Olympic venues across
Beijing has not been extinguished. While
Olympic crowds of 91,000 may no longer fill
the National Stadium, commonly referred to
as the "Bird's Nest," the athletic arena has now
become a major tourist spot, attracting 20,000
to 30,000 visitors per day, according to the
Beij ing Tourism Administration.

In the first six months of 2009, some
85.4 million tourists visited Beijing, an
increase of 20.8 percent year on year, gener-
ating a total tourism income of about 127.1
billion yuan ($18.7 billion), a 14.6-percent
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lncrease year on year.
From October 2008 to May 2009, the

Bird's Nest alone generated an operational
income of 260 million yuan ($38.2 million).

The popularity of the Bird's Nest has

been the epitome of Beijing's tourism indus-
try, which has witnessed a substantial growth
against the background of the global finan-
cial crisis and the d/H1N1 flu epidemic.

In response to the negative effects of the

financial crisis and flu epidemic, Beijing's
tourism administrative body carried out vari-
ous advertising ventures to tap the domestic
market, promote inbound travel and increase
the city's exposure in intemational markets.

Looking inward
Three major measures were implement-

ed by the Beijing Tourism Administration

(BTA) to stimulate interest in the Chinese
capital's sights and attractions, saidZhang
Huiguang, Director of the administration, at

a press conference on July 28.
Tying in with the holiday celebrations,

Beijing has been committed to actively foster-
ing consumer interests. To celebrate the Spring
Festival, the Chinese New Yem which falls on

the lunar January or February, a special tourism
package rvas promoted with the theme "Beijing
invites you for the New Year." During the 2009
Spring Festival, Beijing received a total of 3.2

million visitors, a jump of 20 percent year on
year, with is tourism revenue amounting to 2 . I 6
billion yuan ($317.6 million), up 32.6 percent
year on year.

Viervin-e festivals as golden opportuni-
ties to attract tourists, Beijing launched
various celebrations with distinct character-
istics during the Pure Brightness Day, Labor
Day and the Dragon Boat Festival. "During
the festivals and holidays this year, Beijing
hit record highs in both the number of tour-
ists and tourism revenue," said Zhang at the
press conference.

To promote local tourism, Beijing has

also established cooperative efforts with its
neighboring regions. The Beijing-Tianjin
Inter-City Raihvay, rvhich opened in October
2008. has drarvn the two cities closer to-
gether, creatin-s a joint force for their tourism
development. For the 2009 Spring Festival,
the two cities' tourism administrations
launched the program of "Traveling Beijing
and Tianjin by Express Railway" to encour-
age travel between the two cities. The two
cities' tourist enterprises and administrations
have also paid exchange visits to further
deepen regional cooperation.

Still in its early stages, the Beijing-Tianjin
Tourism Cooperation has already achieved
fiuitful resuls. In the first quarter of 2009, tour-
ist traffic from Beijing to Tianjin increased
78 percent, and from Tianjin to Berjing,48.6
percent. During the three-day l-abor Day holi-
day, visitors fiom north China accounted for 70
percent of Beijing's total domestic visitors, an

increase of 6 percent year on year.

To encourage residents to travel, Beijing
also launched a leisure travel action plan
including a series of tourism projects with
different themes, such as ecology, culture,
countryside, technology and fitness. More in-
centive policies were also launched to entice
potential travelers. BTA this year handed out
2 million free tickets for tourist spots to at-
tract tourists from other provinces to travel to
the capital.

"The free tickets have dramatically pro-
moted visitor $owth," said Zhang. "Some of
the grade-A scenic spots have maintained a

growth of more than 60 percent for five con-
secutive months."

According to Zhang, each free ticket
brings in about three actual ticket sales, or
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in a broader sense, each free ticket could po-
tentially add to the tourism consumption 40
times more than its ticketed price.

lnternational promotion
Causing foreigners to cut back on leisure

expenses, the financial crisis has resulted in a
sharp drop in international tourists traveling
to Beijing. The number of holiday makers
visiting the capital fell I I percent in January
and February 2009, according to BTA.

To entice travelers, BTA launched
advertising campaigns during major interna-
tional sports events, including the Barcelona
Football Club in Spain, the NBA games in
the United States, and the Chinese Fl Grand
Prix in Shanghai, to promote the city as an
appealing tourist destination.

Hosting the Summer Olympic Games
last year helped establish Beijing's intema-
tional reputation, an image of excellence the
city looks to utilize as it promotes its tour-
ism in Spain, Germany, Turkey, the United
States, Japan and South Korea.

"Benefiting from these intemational pro-
motions, Beijing has seen inbound tourism
gaining steam since this May," said Zhang.

According to statistics from BTA,
Beijing received 364,000 overseas tourists
in May, an increase of 5.1 percent from
the same period last year, and this June,
the number of overseas overnight tourists
totalled 325,000, an increase of 8.8 percent
year on year.

After stepping up tourism promotion in
Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, Beijing

experienced a substantial increase in visitors
from the three regions. In the first half of
2009, the number of Hong Kong and Macao
visitors to Beijing rose 5 I .6 percent and 61 .8

percent, respectively, year on year, while the
number of travelers from Taiwan jumped
41.1 percent, according to Zhang.

BTA acknowledged that the Internet
has been an important platform for issuing
promotions. The 2 million free tickets to
tourism locations in Beijing were distrib-
uted nationwide through the Internet. An
interactive Web activity- "My Travelogue
in Beijing in Picture, Video, Writing and
Paintings"-launched by the Beijing
Municipal Govemment has been accessed
more than 4O0 million times.

"This event has won broad participation
from all over the world," said Zhang.

Reaching the goal
Earlier this year, BTA set a goal of

attracting 154 million tourists, while accu-
mulating 236 billion yuan ($34.7 billion ) in
revenue. The two goals are respectively 5.6
percent and 6.3 percent higher than those set

last year.
Meeting the goal will require Beijing to

further enhance its planning and investment
in tourism-related projects, as well as vigor-
ously developing new tourism resources.
Zhang said.

Currently, there are more than 100
tourism projects under construction, with
completion dates scheduled for later this
year. The new attractions rvill include en-

tertainment, leisure and fashion venues, in
addition to theme parks, countryside tours,
tourist blocks and numerous hospitalities.

"These projects feature broad coverage,
rich types and adaptability to market de-
mand," Zhang said at the press conference.

Beijing will soon be host to the China
Wedding Celebration Festival to promote
the city as a wedding destination. "Welcome
to Beijing for the New Year" will build
Beijing's winter tourism market, Zhang said.

The city has also utilized incentive pro-
grams for travel agencies in Hong Kong,
Macao and Taiwan that organize visits of
more than 5,000 tourists to Beijing, award-
ing them 100,000 yuan ($14,705.90). Those
agencies that organized 10O00 tourists re-
ceive 200,000 yuan ($29,41 1.80), according
to BTA.

Special transport subsidies will
also be offered to the Beijing-Tianjin
Tourism Cooperation, with 1 million yuan
($147,058.8) awarded to travel agencies in
Tianjin who have arranged for large groups
of Tianjin residents to visit Beijing.

To expand the scope of Beijing's tourism
industry, about 50 members from the city's
hotels and scenic spots will travel to Taiwan.
A local website will also be launched to pub-

lish tourism information about Beijing.
An Intemet campaign, Beijing's New 16

Top Spots Contest, is currently underway,
encouraging netizens to vote for their favor-
ite scenic spots. A new tour itinerary will be
promoted to travelers based on the 16 spots

selected. r
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MERRY-GO-
ROUND: An
amusement park
is built on the
vacant lot north
of the Bird's Nest,
which has now
become a new
spot for tourists
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LION'S VISION: French carmaker PSA Peugeot Citrodn
aspires to be a mainstream market player in China

hicles in China, up 13.8 percent, but posted
a net loss of 962 million euro ($1.37 billion)
on the global sales slump.

The French carmaker has been in
China since 1992 but fallen behind inter-
national rivals such as General Motors and
Volkswagen.

In order to enhance its market share, the
group launched more models this year, in-
cluding Peugeot 207 hatchback and saloon,
and Citroen's C-Quatre and C-Elys6e.

In addition to the China Tech Center,
the construction of a state-of-the-art plat-
form in Wuhan was finished in June, ready
for high-end models, such as Citroen's
C5, to roll off the line later this year.

Meanwhile, PSA is consider-
ing a second joint venture with
Chinese carmaker Harbin Hafei
Automobile Industry Group Co.
Ltd., one of the options to increase
its presence and rival major com-
petitors in the market.

They signed a memorandum of
understanding on June 29 to start
a feasibility study of a 50-50 joint
venture creation, to manufacture
small people movers, mass transit
systems generally serving relatively
small areas such as airports or
theme parks, in Shenzhen.

China's design compe-
tence

The establishment of the new
center, part of PSA's 2010 blue-
print, aims to integrate Chinese
elements into the design and styl-
ing of its vehicles to better serve
the demands of Chinese customers
while strengthening its engineering
capability for faster expansion on
the Chinese mainland.

The group, still heavily reliant
on European sales, set a midterm
sales target of I million units in
China by 2015 in order to be a

mainstream player in China.
The group pledged to inject 1 bil-

lion yuan ($146 million) and recruit
500 engineen for the center by 2010.

Now already staffed by a team of
230 designen, digital mold architecs
and auto mold stylers of 10 nationali-
ties, the center is also tlp first design-

oriented technology center established

by a global auto giant in China.
"We want to be a global player and ob-

viously the China Tech Center will help us
achieve the vision," Apode said.

About 85 percent of the staff are expe-
rienced Chinese workers in auto design and
styling. with the other l5 percent coming
from France, Italy, Spain and the United
States, according to him.

"We are greatly impressed by everyone
on the team as well as their achievements in
the past year, especially the designer team,
their competence, innovative spirit and al-
ways taking initiative," he said.

Designers and engineers in the center are

entrusted with the creative task of designing

French Automotive Arrival
One of Europe's dominant carmakers aims to expand business and form a partner-
ship in the world's largest auto markets

By DING WENLEI

I merican tastes dominated the
!l eloUal automobile market

f ,o. more rnan a cenrury. our
Jlth" shifting automotive land-
scape may see this focus move to
the other end of the Pacific Ocean.
In the first half of this year, China
outperformed the United States, tak-
ing the top spot as the world's larg-
est auto market.

Among many other auto giants,
Europe's second-largest carmaker,
France's PSA Peugeot Citrodn, is
taking steps to allow the Chinese
market to deploy its global strategy.

The European group opened
its first technical and styling center
outside France at the China Tech
Center in Shanghai last September
in a bid to satisfy local demand and
cut costs by taking advantage of
China's growing automotive design
and engineering labor force.

"We are totally convinced that
China is ttre cradle of the auto indus-
try in the 21st cenhrry," said Claude
Vajsman, President of PSA China
business during an interview with
Beijing Revia.o in Shanghai on July 25.
"Being 'the workshop of the world' is
not the future of China's auto industy
and instead it should be a funre of in-
dependent research and irurovation."

As their latest move, the group
is considering the establishment of
a second joint venture to boost over-
seas sales and gain a larger share
in the world's fastest-growing auto
market.

Lion's share
"Everyone in the auto industry knows that

sooner or later China is going to be the big-
gest auto market," said Eric Apode, General
Manager of PSA's China Tech Center. 'TVhen
taking into account the per+apita cm ownership,
we know obviously China will keep growing in
thefutue."

Private car ownership in China equates
to less than 20 cars per 1,000 people-one of
the lowest rates in the world.

Strong sales in China and Russia helped
to balance a stagnant performance in the
European market for PSA in the year's first
half. The group sold a total of I 17,300 ve-
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new models for the group's global market,
not just redesign or adaptation work to make
mature models more suitable for local pro-
duction, Vajsman said.

"The most important thing is that we
offer them enough room for free innova-
tion," he said. "We are not only introducing
our European market-based experience to
the center, but also encouraging European
colleagues to leam more from their Chinese
peers, such as different work styles and their
fresh ideas and creative thinking."

In a move to attract more Chinese
talent, the center signed an agreement of
strategic cooperation with the College
of Automotive Engineering of Tongji
University last July to offer jobs or training
opportunities in France to their graduates
and teachers.

Vajsman admifted difficulties in recruit-
ing the 500 engineers by 2010 because auto
design, research and development, as well as

auto marketing and sales, are brand new ar-
eas in China's burgeoning auto market. Still,
he said he was confident because "an in-
creasing number of graduates in automotive
engineering and design from many Chinese
universities could meet our demand in terms
of number," Vajsman said.

Ample leg room
While PSA's joint venture in Wuhan

produces cars for both Peugoet and CitroEn
models, the center is entrusted to design
new models for both brands for Chinese and
worldwide customers.

"We are dedicated to everything in the
car industry, from all the range of vehicles
which are going to be launched in China and
worldwide to new engines and airbrakes,"
said Apode.

On the product line front, the group will
continue to focus on the lower-medium and
upper-medium segments of passenger cars
in China, although Chinese local carmakers
were the largest winners of the country's
firsrhalf auto sales booms boosted by stimu-
lus policies that encouraged sales of small-
engine cars and provided subsidies to car
purchasing in rural areas.

"Sub-compact cars, where either domes-
tic or foreign carmakers can hardly make
a profit, don't have a future in China," said
Vajsman.

"It was also because of the resemblance
between U.S. and Chinese customers: They
in general prefer sedans rather than hatch-
backs or notchbacks for bigger and more
comfortable space within the car," he said.

But PSA's China chief is thinking about
how to cash in on China's craze for sport
utility vehicles (SUVs).

He noticed ttr,at affluent uban residents are

pushing demand for SLJVs, as China witnesses

a growing population fond of self ravel. r
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been outperforming expectations,fueled by an
unprecdentd sur€e in bank lending. Xie GuozJrong' an
economistand board member of Rosetta Stone Advisors,
argues the robust Chinese economic figures are only
prop@ up by bubbles,whose bursting will lead to a
hardlandingfor the economy. Xie published his opinion
in a related article nCaijing Magaziru. Fdited excerpts
follow:

I believe that Chinese stocks and
properties are 50 to 100 percent overval-
ued. The odds are that both will adjust in
the fourth quarter ofthis year.

Chinese asset markets have become
a giant Ponzi scheme. Prices are sup-
ported by appreciation expectations and
as more people and liquidity are drawn
into the mix, the resulting surging prices
will validate the expectations, which in
turn will prompt more people to join the
party. This sort of bubble ends when
there isn't enough liquidity to feed the
financial beast.

The origin of the asset bubble in
China is excess liquidity as reflected in
the high level of foreign exchange re-
serves and the low loan deposit ratio.

When the dollar becomes strong
again,liquidity could allow China to take
advantage of dollar appreciation. That's
when the bubble will burst. But it is still
difficult to tell when the dollar will turn
around.

How far the bubble will expand
depends on the government's liquidity
policy.

A far less risky approach is to adopt a

stop-and-go policy. In it, the govemment
would release a wave of liquidity, as is
the current case, and then tum off the tap.
The markets will run out of steam when
the liquidity is completely absorbed.
When these markets fall low enough, the
government could release another wave
to replenish them. This approach would
limit the bubble size.

I expect that this financial maneuver
would be the government's preferred
policy. If the global downtum continues
for the next few years, we could see

China's properly and stock markets ex-

perience major fluctuations every year.
I suspect there will be a major slump in
both stock and property markets around
the National Day holiday (October l-7).

The stock market once again finds itself
in a ftenzy, as a growing number of young
people, uninterested in real jobs, become
addicted to stock market speculation. They
witness their holdings' value changing on
a daily basis, resulting in profits greater

than their monthly salary and creating the
illusion that they can become millionaires
ovemight. But the truth is most of them will
lose everything if the markets plummet,
with serious social consequences ensuing in

the aftermath.
The current trend won't last long,

even as ignorant individual investors are

continually drawn into the frenzy by the
rising momentum. The turnaround may
happen in the fourth quarter, with a large
loss to investors as liquidity begins to
leave the country. The recovery of the
dollar, possibly in 2012, could result in
a collapse ofChina's property and stock
markets similar to that experienced dur-
ing the Asian financial crisis in 1997-98.

I want to make myself perfectly clear
on China's asset markets today: There
are a considerable number of bubbles
and their bursting will bring dire conse-
quences to the country.

The belief that the government
wouldn't let the market fall is rooted in
Chinese market psychology. However, in
realiry, the government can do very little
to reverse the market trend once it tums.
The Chinese stock market has gone
through many upswings and downturns
in the past, only reinforcing the notion
that the govemment is unable to stop the

market from falling. r
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TO THE POINT: China's power consumption in the first half of 2009 fell
2.24 percent year on year. The National Bureau of Statistics explained the
drop was due to power efficiency improvement in many energy-depleting
sectors. The real estate market continues to burn hot, but a number of un-
certainties lingered to quench the fire. Newly approved funds in July flew
into markets to catch fading glows of the stock euphoria. The Aluminum
Corp. of China Ltd. raised spot alumina prices by 4.35 percent, in a re-
flection of the healing markets. Apple lnc. agreed with China Unicom to
officially launch the iPhone handset on the Chinese mainland this autumn

Power Progress
As the deep economic gloom loses

ground to a vibrant upturn in a number of
sectors, China's economic comeback appears
to be on the horizon. But there is one indica-
tor seemingly out of place in the warming
economic climate-power consumption.

Widely seen as a gauge of economic
activities, the county's power consumption
surprisingly fell 2.24 percent year on year
in the first half of 2009, according to data
from the National Development and Reform
Commission. So does the power crimp
signal a shaky foundation of the economic
upswing? Probably not.

A recent report from the National Bureau
of Statistics QrrBS) attributed the decreasing
f,gure to tempered growth in several energy-
guzzling industries. For example, momentum
of steel-making, non-ferrous metal, chemical
materials and electricity have fizzled appre-
ciably, putting a curb on power depletion,
said the report. But a sharp uptick in other
areas, such as agriculture and the service sec-
tor effectively picked up the slack, it added.

More importantly, the downtum is accel-
erating a quiet shift of the industries, already
unnerved by rising costs and heavy pollu-
tion, toward more promising energy-effrcient
productions. The power consumption per
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ton in terms of cement and steel output have
both seen a significant drop, according to the
NBS.

Economists believe the rapid improve-
ment in power efficiency highlights the
quickly recovering health of the real econ-
omy. At a time when power shortages grip
the planet, the energy-efficient sectors will
be bright spots in ttre future economic land-
scape, they said.

Worries Over Property
Market

Coming off a very low fiscal floor about
a half year ago, China's real estate market is
riding an upward spiral. Potential homebuy-
ers are jumping off the sidelines for fear that
they may miss out on the start of a new bull
market, and real estate developers are bump
ing up prices to make a considerable profit.
But analysts point out three underlying risks
that may reverse the housing gains at any
time.

The first are sales fluctuations. When
sales started to gain momentum this April, a
virtuous self-reinforcing cycle of optimism
was quickly set in motion. Consumers began
spending more on homes as rising prices
made them feel richer. But the latest report
of China Index Academy showed housing

areas sold in July in 15 cities fell appreciably
month on month, sigpling the inability of
the demand to sustain price rises.

The second is policy environment. At a
time when inflationary pressures are building
up, investors are piling into the real estate
market to ensure their asset value. That was
likely exaggerated by easy access to mort-
gages in the boom, which could be used to
fund expenditures.

However, it is less likely for the regula-
tors to turn a deaf ear to the soaring mortgage
loans. The China Banking Regulatory
Commission has recently warned com-
mercial banks of simmering mortgage risks.
The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
also has found that the unaffordable house
prices are choking off consumptions as

many bread-eamers save every penny to buy
a home. If the policy makers actually tighten
the mortgage policies, a return of the housing
gloom may notbe along way off.

Third, signs are emerging that whole-
sale investors are cashing out, which could
initiate a panicked sell-out in the markets.
A recent report of the Shanghai-based
Centaline Real Estate Consultant Co. Ltd.
said an increasing number of foreign prop-
erty owners are taking the assets in the city
offtheir hands. Though it remains to be seen

how serious the selling can be, it is definitely
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Numbers of the Week

aar
JrJCo.
China's energy consumption to produce per unit of GDP
dropped 3.35 percent year on year in the f irst half, said
the National Development and Reform Commission.

4.3ot
China's registered urban unemployment rate was 4.3
percent at the end of June, staying f lat at tfie end of
March, accoding to the Minis@ of Human Resources
and Social Security.

Growth Rates of Purchasing Managers'
lndex of China (y.o.yJ
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(Source: Natbnal htreaa oJ Sta'*bs)
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a concem that deserves particular attention.

New Funds Hushhour
Although a clearer picture of the main-

land stock markets has yet to be displayed,
fund management companies seem to have
been convinced of a bleak prospect. By rush-
ing out a number of new funds in July, they
are grabbing last-minute opportunities to buy
into the big rally before it is too late.

The four newly approved funds this July
spent no more than two weeks between obtain-
ing the green light to gefting officially issued,
according to a report by the China Business
News. The fastest was the Franklin Templeton
Sealand CSI 300 Index Stengtlrened Fund that
waited for a minimum five working days.

The China Securities Regulatory
Commission stipulates that the new funds
have a maximum of six months to prepare
for issuance after receiving approval. That
leaves the fund manager ample time to pick
up their best entry points. One example was
the China Strategy Fund, which was granted
approval on April 27,2N8, but did not pro-
ceed with official issuance until October 20,
so as to sidestep the prolonged bear market.

The lightning speed of fund issuance
reflects a brewing pessimism that the stock
euphoria is fading fast, with the newspaper
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quoted some analysts as saying. "In a market
that is topping out, the sooner you jump in,
the better you will be positioned," they said.

Chalco Sees Rising
Demand

With domestic demand bouncing back,
the Hong KongJisted Aluminum Corp. of
China Ltd. (Chalco) is hoping to spill less
red ink this year.

The Chinese aluminum giant recently
announced to raise spot aluminum prices
by 4.35 percent on the back of recovering
aluminum demand from the automobile,
transportation and building sectors.

Analysts believe the market tumaround is
Iikely to help the aluminum tian rebound after
aking a heavy blow last year. [osses in t]re first
quarter of 2009 stood at adtzzyng 1.9 billion
yuan ($278 million). Aluminum was not the
only base metal that has sagged underthe heavy
weight of withering demand, but is aiknent ap
pears to be the worst because of a record high
inventory tlnt has pushed down prices.

But for Chalco, crossing the threshold firom
negative to positive growth may still be an up
hill batle, said Shang Fushan, Deputy Drector
with China Nonferrous Metals Industry
Association, in a statement. Higher prices have
spurred domestic producers to restart their idled

excessive capacity, which could in tum put a
damper on price increases, he said.

iPhone to Debut in
China

After years of waiting, Apple tnc.'s multi-
functional iPhone is finally going to be offi cially
launched on the Chinese mainland market.

Apple has agreed with China Unicom
Ltd., the country's second largest operator
by subscriber and revenue, to introduce the
smart phone into China this autumn, said Tim
Cook, Chief Operation Officer of Apple.

Details about the deal remain unclear. But
rumors had been swirling that China Unimm
has an exclusive agreement with Apple to sell
the iPhone in China for three years.

It is believed that the trendy, multimedia
handset will give China Unicom an upper
hand in winning over young and fashion-
sensitive mobile users from China Mobile
Ltd., ttre current market leader. Since China
Unicomplans to kick offthe third-generation
telecommunications network initiative this
October, it obviously wants to have a head
start with the iPhone.

Apple also held talks with China Mobile
about a possible iPhone launch in the past,

but the two could not agree on how to share
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The 2009 Job Fair for
Foreigners (Shanghai)

Want a Good Job? Find it from Chinajob.com!

The 2009 Job Fair for Foreigners (Shanghai)

Zurich Hall, Swissotel Grand Hotel, Jing'an District, Shanghai,
October 3 1, 2009, 9:00 a.m.-16:00 p.m.

Ifyou are seeking a fabulousjob in China, you should attend ourjob fair
in Shanghai. With over 60 exhibiton attending our events, this could be a
great oppofiunity to find ttre perfectjob for you. This is an established event
which attracts employers fiom diverse fields of universities, educational in-
stitutions, govemment confactors and multinational corporations.

In April 2009, we ran the very successful Beijing 2009 job fair,
which attracted over 67 exhibitors and offered around 800 positions for
foreign graduates and employed professionals looking to kick-start their
careers in China. Almost 1J00 foreign talents attended the event, with
some traveling from as far away as southeast China.

If you are tired of language teaching positions and looking for
a career change, you are encouraged to attend. With support from
Chinajob.com, the job fair will be the largest and most distinctive event
in Shanghai in 2009. With its cenhal Shanghai location, the free event
is an opportunity not to be missed. On the day of the fair, participants
will receive free a handout listing all participating recruiters and service
information. Participants are encouraged to bring more than enough
C.V. to the fair as face-to-face interviews may be held by recruiters.

For quick services, email us at jobfair-sh@chinajob.com, call us

at 86-10-68468025, 86-10-68948899 ext. 5030 (for Beijing); 86-21-
58310330, 86-21-68883080 ext.558 (for Shanghai) or visit us online at
www.chinajob.com.

HRExpat2009
Get the solutions that suit you best!

Having ongoing problems for your limited network, ordinary job
and inconvenient life?

Obviously, you need the solutions that suit you best. Let
HRExpat2009 make it for yot'E

HRExpat2009 will kick off on the Second Floor of the Swissotel
Beijing (Hongkong Macau Center) from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., November
14-15,2009 (Saturday and Sunday). With government backing
from the Information Research Center for International Talent,
State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs and Chinajob.
com, HRExpat2009 is your most authorized and honorable guide in
China-no dishonest promises, no hyperbolic advertisement as we
only dedicate the best services to you. A11 the information you get from
HRExpat20O9 is effective, updated and accurate.

As a comprehensive exhibition, HRExpat consists of a job fair and
a services exhibition. It suits you whatever your position: a newcomer to
China, a regular expatriate or a "China hand'. As a comprehensive exhibi-
tion, HRExpat 2009 will definitely take you out of your apartrnent and show
you what the real Iife is like in Beijing. It provides the solutions suited best

for you and will tell you how to avoid problems for a bettier life in Beijing.

Besides, HRExpat2fi)9 is FREE for all visitors!
Detailed information about all the exhibitors will be released soon!
For more information for HRExpat 2009, please contact:
Christina Yang
Tel: 86- 10-68948899 ext.50307 or 86-10-68468025
Email: Christina.yang@chinajob.com
www.chinajob.com
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REAI ESTATE INFORMATION I

Tengda Plaza Linked to
Subway Line 4

As we all know, this is a society where
only efficiency wins, and only high speed
may achieve high efficiency. Located near
the National Library Station, Tengda Plaza
will definitely embrace new development
oppornrnities provided by the official open-
ing of Subway Line 4 this September.

Tengda Plaza, as the 5A-grade office build-
ing in the westem part of Beijing developed
by BBMG. has been maintaining 95 percent
occupancy in recent years. Against the past
offrce market recession, similar to the present
one, Tengda Plaza's occupancy is still increas-
ing. In recent months, a number of quality
companies have been atftacted to Tengda Plaza,
including China Automobile Development
United Investment Co. Ltd., Oriental Great
Achievement (China) Holding Co. Ltd.
and Beijing Highway Telecommunication
Technology Co. Ltd. erc.

As we have learned, an important reason
for these clients to choose Tengda Plaza over
other locations is the convenience Subway
Line 4 will bring.

Situated at the intersection of Xizhimenwai
Dajie and Zhongguancun Nandajie,
Tengda Plaza faces Zhongguancun Hi-tech
Development Zone to the north, Xizhimen
business area on the east, Sanlihe state admin-
istrative area on the west, and is only one sleet
away from the Financial Street.

Embedded in the four high-end areas,
Tengda Plaza's location posts an outstanding
importance second to none. The subway line
that will open soon is the major transporta-
tion vessel linking the south and the north
of the city. which will draw the Plaza closer
to the business circles. Tengda Plaza will
successfully realize the zero-distance con-
nection to subway transportation, by which
its efficiency and value will be significantly
improved.

The cultural institutes around the
Tengda Plaza, such as the National Library,
the Beijing Exhibition Center, the Beijing
Foreign Studies University, Renmin
University of China and the Beijing Institute
of Technology, all add a humane atmosphere
to its surrounding area. The nearby green
places, such as Zizhuyuan Park and Beijing
Zoo, create a refreshing and relaxed space
for Tengda Plaza.

The attached facilities, including
Karaoke entertainment, restaurants of all
different styles and tea shops, offer excellent
service for the clients. The 3,OOO-square-
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meter convention center, 12 meeting rooms
and 500-square-meter multi-functional room
may easily meet the needs for training, press
conferences and lectures.

Recently, the Tengda Plaza and the
nearby Hotel Nikko New Century Beijing
have signed a cooperation agreement in ac-
commodation and meeting services. A new
gallery bridge has been built to connect the
two buildings for a closer relationship.

The Schindler Elevator imported from
Switzerland and York central air condition-
ing system made in the United States make

Tengda's hardware comparable to any newly
built 5,A. office building in Beijing.

Excellent property management and
service also won Tengda broad recogni-
tion among its clients. In October 2005,
Tengda Plaza was awarded the prize of
Demonstration Building for Excellent
Properry Management.

We firmly believe that, drawing on su-
perior location. convenient lransportation.
excellent facilities and professional service,
Tengda Plaza will possess more market at-

tention and reputation in the future. r
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OFDIGGING:
Cfrinese arche-
ololists work
on thq third
exc4vation of,
{he Qinshihuaing
Mausoleum's *f
Pit 1. The
ect began
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gallus on its back is distinct," said Xu, add-
ing that the gallus was typical of the Qin
Dynasty (221 -2068.C.) army offi cers.

Xu said the unearthed clay figure was
originally painted in different colors. Though
the original colors on its body faded with the
passing of more than 2000 years, a patch
of the officer's robe suggests it, too, was
painted when it was made.

"We need extra care to bring it out of the
pit and restore its original color, which may
take a few months," Xu said.

The infantry warriors and cavalry units
were based on a real army when they were
made. The infantry is comprised of ordinary
soldiers and ofEcen, which can be distinguished
by their costumes, expressions and gestures,
said Yuan Zhongyi, an archeologist who has

taken part in two previous evacuations.

The officers also carried different ranks.

So far only one high-ranking officer has

been found in Pit 2 and six middle-ranking
officers have been mostly discovered in Pit 1.

Though not completely excavated, the
newly found officer seems to be of a low
rank, according to Xu. "The discovery of the

officer will help us in the study of the Qin
Dynasty army system," he said.

Two chariots were also discovered with
four horses beside each. "It is the first time
we've unearthed such an arrangement of
chariots in the pit. Those that we found be-
fore had a dozen warriors in between," said
Cao Wei, Deputy Curator of the Qinshihuang
Terracotta Warriors and Horses Museum.

Many weapons including lances, swords
and arrows that are still sharp have been dis-
covered.

Visitors and tourists can still visit the
terracotta warriors freely during the third

Earthen Army Guards Mysteries
China's third excavation of the famous terracotta army
site yields new archaeological findings

By JING XIAOLEI

!l hinese archeologists have come closer

l, [#:#Jil::, Tfl::t.'J# 
';J 

il:
third excavation in Pit 1 of the LTNESCO
World Heritage Site in June. Scientists have
found 100 clay warriors and an army offr-
cer at the site in Xi'an, capital of northwest
China's Shaanxi Province.

Chief archeologist Xu Weihong said the
most exciting part about the excavation so
far was the discovery of the army officer. He
said the life-sized figure was found lying on
its stomach behind four chariots.

In spite of a broken head, the statue was
largely intact compared with other newly
discovered clay figures, most of which were
seriously damaged or even broken into frag-
ments, Xu said.

"We can't see its face yet, but the leather
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excavation. The excavation process can be
seen clearly.

Liu Zhancheng, head of the archeology
team at the terracotta museum, estimated this
excavation would hopefully unearth about
150 terracotta warriors over the next few
years.

Many mysteries
The army of terracotta warriors and hors-

es is one of the greatest archeological finds
in modem times. Peasants digging a well
discovered it in 1974 in Lintong County, 35
km east of Xi'an.

The first formal excavation of the site
lasted from 1978 to 1984 and uncovered
1,087 clay figures. A second excavation,
in 1985,lasted a year and was cut short for
technical reasons.

The ancient relic site includes three pits.
The 230-meterJong and 62-meter-wide Pit
l, which is currently being excavated, is be-
lieved to hold about 6,000 life-sized figures.
More than 1,000 were found in previous ex-
cavations, according to museum curator Wu
Yongqi.

Holding cavalry and infantry units as
well as war chariots, Pit 2 is thought to rep-
resent a military guard. Pit 3 is the command
post, with high-ranking officers and a war
chariot.

Most experts believe Pit l, the larg-
est of all three, houses an army of archers,
infantrymen and charioteers that Emperor
Qinshihuang (259-2lO B.C.), the first em-
peror in China for whom the underground
army was built, hoped would help him rule
in the afterlife.

The State Administration of Cultural
Heritage approved a plan to excavate an area

of 200 square meters in Pit I in 2009, which
will likely continue if the dig proves fruittul.

Though there had already been two ex-
cavations in Pit l, they only covered 2000
square meters in its eastern part. The third
excavation in the middle and westem parts
of the pit will help give a clear picture of the
distribution of warriors, their weapons and
chariots, said Wu.

There are still many mysteries about
the tomb of the emperor, which need to be
solved.

History books indicate that the under-
ground palace of the emperor's tomb is
much deeper than has been reached to date.

According to what is recorded in the
Historical Records, which is said to be the
first history book of China and was written
2,000 years ago, the underground palace
of the emperor has many astronomical and
geographical indicators, which still remain
shrouded in mystery.

A well-preserved mummified female
body discovered in Mawangdui, on the east-
em outskirts of Changsha, central China's
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Hunan Province, in the 1970s gave the whole
world a great shock. As the woman lived
around roughly the same time as Emperor
Qinshihuang, researchers wonder whether
the body of the emperor is preserved as well.

The preservation problem
Richly colored clay figures were un-

earthed from the mausoleum of Emperor
Qinshihuang during the previous two exca-
vations, but once they were exposed to air
they began to lose their luster and turn an
oxidized gray color.

The museum has been cooperating with
a German cultural relic department for years,
trying to find a satisfactory way to preserve
the color of the terracotta, and has made
some headway.

"Today's technology is now sophisti-
cated enough to preserve the colors of the
ancient terracotta," said Zhou Kuiying, an
official with the Cultural Heritage Bureau
of Shaanxi Province. "Chinese and German
researchers have spent 19 years developing
preservation techniques, which have been

approved for use by the government."
The third excavation of Pit 1 will test

preservation technology that the museum has

spent decades developing to keep the flgures
intact and retaining their original colors, said
Liu of the museum.

"We will strive to protect the colors
on the clay figures, and we believe we are

technically able to do this," said archeologist
YuanZongyi,who has taken part in two pre-
vious excavations.

Previously, the ceramic's colored layer
would curve and peel off from the body five
minutes after it was unearthed and exposed
to air.

Chinese archeologists have developed
some ways to cope with that problem. First
they spray water to make the covering earth
loose, and then clear the dirt away with bam-
boo sticks and a surgeon's knife. They then
wash the uncovered part using cotton balls.
Next they inject a fixative liquid into the dif-
ferent layers to keep them from falling apart.
It can take nine months or longer to fully
unearth a colored terracotta warrior. r

The First Emperor
Emperor Qinshihuang (259 -210 B.C.), whose original name was Ying

Zheng, was king of the State of Qin during the Warring States Period (475-221

B.C.). He became the first emperor of a unified China in 221 BC. He ruled until
his death at the age of 50.

Emperor Qinshihuang remains a controversial figure in Chinese history.
After unifying China, he and his chief adviser, Li Si, passed a series of major
economic and political reforms. He undertook gigantic projects, including the
first version of the Great Wall of China, the now famous city-sized mausoleum
guarded by a life-sized terracotta army and a massive national road system, all
at the expense of many lives. To ensure stability of his rule, he outlawed and
burned many books. Despite the tyranny of his autocratic rule, he is regarded
as a pivotal figure in the nation's history.
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I IIFESTYIE/ DOCUMENTARY

RECORDING HISTORY
Ouyang Bin (center), the cam-
eraman and director of the
documentary The Sixth Flesett e-
,nent, poses for a photo with
Kucong children and young
men who appear in his film

j

fr
,
i

By Ll LI

ll 2008 documentary on the Kucong

H B","xJ:,-ff :,*t;:xl5;: i"?;
Resettlement, starts with a scene in which
a TV is playing a 50-year-old documentary
at a village market. People in the market
are crowded around the small screen, some
shouting excitedly when they recognize a
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family member or themselves.
"That man is my grandpa," said a

middle-aged woman in the movie, suddenly
standing up from the seated audience. Her
pride soon turned into embarrassment when
she realized that the Kucong people half a
century ago were practically naked except
for leaves or fur around their waists.

Without the knowledge necessary to

live an agricultural life, the Kucong people
traveled into the deep forests on the Ailao
Mountain along China's border with Viet
Nam. They collected wild fruits and hunted
animals. They rubbed bamboo sticks to
make fire.

Only the bravest Kucong people wore
old clothes that they bartered from other
ethnic groups living nearby. They hid in the
grass by a path and waited for a passerby
to trade their own clothes for fur or wild
herbs the Kucong laid on the ground. Most
Kucong people were too afraid to talk with
any outsiders.

Tan Leshan's 96-year-old father
planned the old documentary while Tan
himself planned the new one. "Back in
the 1950s, my father wrote a letter to the
Ministry of Culture suggesting using video
to record the traditional lifestyles of eth-
nic groups before they disappeared," said
Tan, a professor of visual anthropology at
Yunnan University.
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His father's letter attracted attention
from China's state leaders and was quickly
approved. The fllming of this new genre of
documentaries in China, called "records of
ethnic groups," lasted from 7957 to 1965 and
became part of the country's unprecedented
nationwide survey of ethnic minorities. But
at that time China could not produce movie
cameras or film. The govemment guaranteed
cameras and film to shoot the documentaries

people's communities. Over the course of a
year's shooting, Yang's crew had to over-
come harsh living conditions in primitive
forests. Shooting was suspended for three
months after Yang caught malaria and was
sent back to Beijing for treatment.

"Back then, we attached the utmost im-
portance to our work. We would rather die
at our posts than disappoint our leaders and
the audience," said Yang, who participated

of the forests to become farmers. Like other
families in the village, Bai raised rice for
food and cardamom for sale. Collecting wild
herbs from steep mountain slopes like her
ancestors now only accounts for a small part
of Bai's family income. Almost every family
in Bai's village of around 130 households
has a small hydropower-generated TV set

from which they see the outside world.
The documentary's main story follows

Bai as she tries to be among the first batch of
families moving into the new village, even

by taking out loans with 40 percent interest

rates to pay for the new housing. Compared

to her old mountain village, which was a
four-hour walk from the nearest road, the
new village is right next to a road and close

to a market. The house is equipped with
electricity and running water.

Bai Zhengming, Bai's son-inJaw, is part
of a new generation of Kucong people who
readily accept a modern life at the cost of
losing old mountain survival skills. Although
the young father still taught his sons how to
build a field mouse trap with tree branches, a

living skill passed down for generations, he

insisted on sending his elder son to school.
He told his mother-in-law that only by learn-

ing to read could his son avoid being cheated

in payment. Bai said none of her four chil-
dren knows as many mountain herbs as she

does.
Fifty years ago, the Kucong people lived

in an egalitarian society without any private
property. In the 2008 documentary, Bai's fel-
low villagers are shown stealing half of her
family's cardamom harvest from the field.
And the Kucong people's economy ever
felt the effects of the global financial crisis,
which triggered a slump in cardamom prices

at the village market and disrupted her plan

to pay off her debts by the end of the year.

"I try to show my audience that social
evolution and changes are never easy for
individuals involved," said Ouyang, who
spent five months shooting the documentary.
One scene shot while Bai was selling a piece

of wild herb she dug from the'mountains at

a market, showed that she was too shy to
bargain with the buyer. In the end, she was

paid only 20 yuan ($2.90) rather than the
several hundred yuan true value of the herb.

The audience can plainly see the sadness and

helplessness on Bai's face.
Along with another 59 families, Bai's

family moved into their new houses at the

end of the 55-minute documentary. The lo-
cal govemment called their new town "Sixth
Resettlement Village,"

"The documentary is about the integra-
tion of an old life into a modern one. I only
record people's behavior in this process, and

won't make a judgment on which is better,"

said Ouyang. r

in the filming of six documentaries on ethnic
minorities.

A new Iife
Ouyang Bin, Director and cameraman of

The Sixth Resettlement, said he was unsure
whether he could find the offspring of the
people in the old documentary before shoot-
ing the film. The Kucong people number
about 40000 and they move frequently in
the mountains at an average altitude of 1,800
meters. But it didn't take Ouyang long to
find the protagonist for his documentary, Bai
Yaomei.

"In a chat after watching our old docu-
mentary, Bai told me that if she was lucky,
her family could move into a new village at
the foot of a mountain under a govemment-
subsidized resettlement program," said
Ouyang. "We thought the resettlement pro-
cess might tum into something interesting."

Bai's 96-year-old mother, Ma Ermei,
said in the new documentary that the gov-
ernment's resettlement programs for the
Kucong people failed five times after the
old film was shot in 1958. People in Bai's
village moved back to the primitive forests
each time after the government moved them
into a new govemment-built village because

most of them lacked skills necessary to live
out of their mountain homes.

The situation changed in the 1990s as

the Kucong people voluntarily moved out

Out of the
Mountains
The modernization of an ethnic minority over the
course of 50 years is caught on camera

by cutting down on fictional movies being
made. Of the 15 documentaries produced,
Tan's father participated in seven, which are

about six ethnic groups in Yunnan.
These old documentaries turned into

smash hits when they were screened in
Europe in the 1990s, giving a boost to
Yunnan University's East Asia Institute
of Visual Anthropology, where Tan is the
vice director. In 1999, the institute received
funding from Volkswagen to start train-
ing programs for young Chinese visual
anthropologists in partnership with German
institutions. Tan wished to shoot new docu-
mentaries on people observed by his father,
as a salute to China's first generation of
documentary makers on ethnic minorities.
The Sixth Resettlement is the second in the
works.

"My father is pleased to hear about my
plan to put the people he studied in the lens
again. He thinks this is a good family tradi-
tion," Tan said. He said that in his childhood,
he was intrigued by bows and arrows col-
lected by his father from ethnic minorities
and looked forward to seeing how they lived
with his own eyes.

The 78-year-old Yang Guanghai was
the cameraman on the earlier Kucong peo-
ple documentary. He said his crew from a

state-owned fllm studio was asked by their
leaders to record the production methods,
customs and social structure of the Kucong
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I AIRLINE INFORMAIION

Turkish Airlines
An Airbus 340 sporting the distinctive Turkish Airlines tail fin logo at landed at

Shanghai's Pudong airport at 3:30 p.m. on July l,2OO9, inaugurating the direct, com-
mercial flight link between Istanbul and Shanghai. The passengers on the maiden voyage
of flight TKO26 were greeted at the atport with a small cercmony marking the occasion,
hosted by Executive Vice President-Commercial of Turkish Airlines, Orhan Siwikaya.

Scheduled to operate five days weekly, the Turkish Airlines Istanbul-Shanghai direct
flight brings the number of flights weekly between Istanbul and China to 10, and marks an
important step in the fast-growing airline's development in this booming market. Passenger

demand from Shanghai has grown continuously each year since Turkish Airlines first flew
to China in 1999, as Chinese vacationers have been discovering Turkey and business trav-
elers increasingly recognize Istanbul as an ideal transit point between China and Europe.

'"The new direct flight from Istanbul to Shanghai is a key step forward for Tukish Airlines,
still it is only a first step," said Gayet Yuksel, General Manager, Shanghai for Turkish Airlines.
"China is a critical market for us and we will continue to invest in providing more options and

better services to Chinese travelen. Shanghai is China's business and culnrral capital, and we
welcome the people of Shanghai to visit Istanbul and experience Turkey's business and cultral
capital. We are thrilled to offer a convenient way for the people of China and Tutey to stength-
en theirbonds of mutrual friendship and frui6rl collaboration."

Finnair
A new feature on Finnair's website, www.finnair.com, now allows us-

ers to make reservations to flighs operated by all oneworld airlines.
"The variety of destinations widens significantly and the number of

city pairs increases considerably, up to 160,000," says Outi Koponen who
manages oneworld relations at Finnair.

The booking engine shows oneworld flights in all 1l language ver-
sions of the Finnair website; however, the fare rules of oneworld flights
are only in English. In the flelds for departure and destination city you may
enter either the name of the city, the threeletter code of the airport or the
name of the country, in which case the system gives altematives of all one-
world destinations in that country.

Oneworld brings together some of the best and biggest names in the
airline business- American Airlines, British Airways, Cathay Pacific,
Finnair, Iberia, Japan Airlines, LAN, Mal6v Hungarian Airlines, Qantas
and Royal Jordanian, along with 20 affiliates such as American Eagle,
Dragonair, LAN Argentina, LAN Ecuador and LAN Peru. Mexicana and
its affiliate Click Mexicana will join the alliance in 2009.

i s-,r' &,
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Gontinental Airlines
The U.S. Departrnent of Transportation approved the application

of Continental Airlines to join the existing antitrust immunized alli-
ance including United Airlines and eight other Star Alliance member
carriers.

"We are pleased to receive final approval from the Department
of Transportation," said Larry Kellner, Chairman and CEO of
Continental Airlines. "Continental is working to provide a seam-
less transition for its customers from the SkyTeam alliance to Star
Alliance this fall. The decision greatly benefits our customers, em-
ployees and shareholders. It ensures global competition with other
antitrust immunized alliances while encouraging the retention and
growth of open skies between the United States and other nations."

"Today's decision from the Department of Transportation fa-
cilitates the development of a competitive partnership that is good
for consumers, our employees and the communities we serve," said
Glenn Tilton, Chairman, President and CEO of United Airlines.
"United, Continental and the Star Alliance carriers will be able to
compete more effectively in an increasingly global air travel market,
while providing our respective customers with improved access to
more of the world and creating opportunities for our employees."
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In addition to United Airlines, the eight Star Alliance members
that have been granted DOT approval for antitrust immunity are Air
Canada, Austrian, bmi, Lufthansa, LOT Polish Airlines, Scandinavian
Airlines, SWSS and TAP Air Porugal.

Continental Airlines is the world's fifth largest airline.
Continental, together with Continental Express and Continental
Connection, has more than 2,750 daily departures throughout
America, Europe and Asia, serving 133 domestic and 132 intema-
tional destinations. With more than 43,000 employees, Continental
has hubs serving New York, Houston, Cleveland and Guam, and
together with its regional partners, carries approximately 67 million
passengers per year.

United Airlines operates over 3,100 flights a day on United
Airlines and United Express to more than 200 U.S. domestic and in-
temational destinations from is hubs in t os Angeles, San Francisco,
Denver, Chicago and Washington, D.C. With key global air rights in
the Asia-Pacific region, Europe and Latin America, United Airlines is
one of the largest intemational carriers based in the United States. It
also is a founding member of Star Alliance, which provides connec-
tions for customers to 912 destinations in 159 countries worldwide.
United Afulines' 48500 employees reside in every U.S. state and in
many countries around the world.
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AYi Abalone Ready Meal Gift Box
The world renowned A Yi Abalone has always been the flrst choice of top gourmets when en-

joying outstanding abalones. A Yi Abalone, named after cook Yang Guanyi who specializes and
excels in abalone cooking, has won international recognition among epicures.

As one of the top three abalone cooks in the world, Chef Yang has been awarded numerous
intemational prizes. His abalone is a luxury exclusively prepared for celebrities and royal families.

A Yi Abalone is a must-try for visitors who travel to Hong Kong.
To make A Yi Abalone available for more people, a ready meal gift box is now arriving. The

special taste unique to A Yi Abalone has been presented to more and more people craving the
delicacy.

Now, with a ready meal gift box available, you can savor the delicious taste the same as it is
prepared at the Forum Restaurant where the A Yi Abalone originated.

A Yi is always ready to serve you!

Agent in China: Beijing Zone Shine Trading Co. Ltd.
Website: wwwayihk.com

Tel: 86-L0-58698651

By sticking to the plan-
ning principle of "Opening &
Integration, Value Interaction" and
taking advantages of locations and
resources of the CBD New Golden
Cross, this project integrates urban
public space. Its energy conser-
vation, humanistic and creative
design promotes comprehensive
value and long-term value of the
project, turning the project into
a humanistic landmark of CBD.
During the promotion, guests were
deeply impressed by the beautiful

view looking out of the window.
Neighboring CBD Historical and Cultural
Park, the Office Park enjoys an exclusive
green and refreshing space. The opening
video brought the guests into a new lifestyle
that integrates work and life perfectly. The
guests were convinced that, in the Office
Park, the clients are able to enjoy a beauti-
ful combination of art and space, sun and
high-efficiency, tranquility and bustling.
As the project developer, Sino-Ocean Real
Estate Development Co. Ltd. (SORED) was
established in June 1993 with real estate de-
velopment as its core business. SORED has

focused on Beijing real estate development
market since 1997. In 2000, SORED was
evaluated as a Class I real estate developer
by the Ministry of Construction and gained
the real estate development qualification in
Beijing. Over the past 12 years, SORED and
its development projects have achieved the
recognition of many professional institutions.

As an enterprise with a strong sense of
social responsibility, SORED actively par-

ticipates in projects of charity or social and
public welfare and has won a good repu-
tation. SORED adheres to the corporate
culture of "Vitality, Innovation, Reliability"
to pursue uniqueness and perfection, com-
bining art with architecture, science and
technology with humanities and innovation
with tradition. SORED seeks to climb the
summit of the Chinese real estate industry
with its strength, reputation, products and
service.

New lnitiatives to Gata-
lyze Office Demand in
Zhongguancun

Beijing's Haidian District officially
released The Circular of Accelerating the

Adjustment of Trades in Zhongguancun
West Zone on July 20. According to
the circular, the government of Haidian
District will encourage technology and
creative industries, instead of traditional
retail properties such as electronic stores
and shopping centers, to develop in the
Zhongguancun West Zone. According to
the circular, the Zhongguancun West Zone
will be developed into an area consisting
of six functional areas, including financial,
technology service, hi-tech corporate head-
quarters, R&D centers, creative industries,
new product trading and display, and ser-
vice areas. The action plan of the circular
will be introduced later by the government
of Haidian District. The adjustment is ex-
pected to foster more demand for office
space from hi-tech and creative industries
in the Zhongguancun West Zone.

ADVERTORIAL:

r
Office Park, Office Life

A promotional activity, themed "Office
Park Office Life," for the Office Park com-
mercial complex drew more than 100 guests

on July 30 to the third floor of the Office
Park Building.

Office Park, located near the "CBD
New Golden Cross" adoining the 4-hectare
CBD Historical and Cultural Park, is an in-
temationalized urban commercial complex
including office buildings, serviced apart-
ments and urban cotrnerce.

Located in the most mature commercial
area-World Trade Center commer-
cial circle-it borders the CBD Artistic
Pedestrian Street on its east side, and trunk
road Jingtong Xilu on its west. It is remark-
ably close to the China World Trade Center,
Kerry Center and Jingguang Center. It is
seven minutes walk away from Subway Line
1 (Yong'anli Station and Guomao Station),
and three minutes walk away from Subway
Line 10 (Jintaixizhao Station).
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Where Do We Drawthe Line With
Online Manhunts?

be avoided.
In contrast, Li Fang, a lawyer lvith

Henan Shijitong Larv Firm, believes the
police are allorved to use diversified inves-
tigation methods, as long as they do not
contravene the larv.

Risky business
Che Hao (The Beijing News): Posting

information on an official website can only be
done by govemment officials, but in a public
forum like the one on dahe.cn. there are no re-
strictions on rvho can post inlormation.

In early July, a manhunt messa_qe grsted on
dahe.cn, a local Web portal ir central China's
Henan Province, caused great concem among
netizens. In the post, Zhao Guanle, a police of'-
ficer in Ruyiutg Counry rvho rvas investigating
seveml ATM f alrd cases. provided a screenshot
of the face of a young man rvho rvas suspected
of committing the fraud and asked netizens
knorvin-e the man to help the police identify
him.

The post said that the screenshot rvas
taken from video footage of banks' sur-
veillance cameras that caught the man
on tape rvhen the ATM fraud cases hap-
pened.

"From the picture. I could tell the suspect
rvas rather young. Young people like surting
on the Internet. Netizens mi_eht have seen
him and could rccognize him. So I decided
to draw on the porver of the Internet and
netizens to apprehend the suspect to recover
the losses of victims." Zhao told local Henan
newspapers aftcr his manhunt post becarne
headline nervs.

Zhao also acknorvledged that he had
iaken after the Wenzhou Police rvhcr
had successfully apprehended a suspect
throu-eh an online manhunt, knorvn in
China as human-flesh search engine.

Besides f inding the criminal suspecr
through this search method, Zhao also hoped
to raise il\vlrrcncss among netizens irgainst
this type of fiaud.

While many netizens supported Zhao's
attempt, others clisa-ereed rvith it.

Opponents said should the alleged sus-
pect turn out to be innocent. the manhunt
could adversely affect the rest of his life.
They also said that until the alleged suspect
is convicted. hc is not yet a criminal. rvhich
means that this search method is a violation
of his right of portrait.

Li Huayang, a larvyer rvith the Henan
Wanxiang La.,v Firm, said although police
authorities may look fbr criminal suspects by
appealing to thc public, larv-breaking activi-
ties shall never be allorved. For this reason,
more consideration should be _eiven rvhen
using the human-flesh search engine and any
infringement upon personal privacy should
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Information released on an official
website symbolizes public credibility, au-
thoritativeness and corresponding liabilities.
Every citizen can trust what is posted and
report back to the police if they have infor-
mation. If an innocent person falls victim to
what has been posted, they can claim state
compensation. By confrast, the posting on a
public forum cannot guarantee how reliable
the information is.

In that sense, if this post was initially
released on the official police website, it is in
effect the government looking for a wanted
suspect in accordance with the law. Any post
of this nature on a public forum, even if is-
sued by a police officer, is seen as a person
acting in their personal capacity and an in-
fringement of the law.

DangZi (www.dahe.cn): No matter
whether it is justified or not, the human-flesh
search engine is in itself a serious violation
of a citizen's rights and should be punished
in accordance with the law. Even if an ordi-
nary person launches the human-flesh search
engine, it should be morally condemned and
deemed illegal, not to mention the fact that
police officers are supposed to obey the law
and maintain social justice.

Without a court ruling, this suspect re-
mained a suspect and there was not enough
evidence to prove him guilty. Under these
conditions, how could a policeman resort
to unusual investigation methods that com-
pletely ignore the righs of this suspect? This
is an irrational action against the law and the
harm it does may exceed that of the crime
itself. The hidden logic is that the end justi-
fies the means. [n view of this logic, we can,
in the name of public interests, label anyone
as a suspect and justify any means, even if
that means are inhumane and involves power
abuse by the police.

Though the human-flesh search engine
may help catch the criminal suspect in record
time, what if the person tums out to be inno-
cent?

If we support online manhunts launched
by the police, we are actually giving up our
basic human righs to the govemment. Who
is able to ensure that a false accusation today
might not happen again tomorrow?

Positive step
Chen Aihe (China Youth Daily): It

is true that any suspect, until convicted in
court, shall not be regarded as a criminal.
But we should not forget that concealing a
suspect's image is not obligatory. According
to the Criminal Law, the police are allowed
to disclose relevant details of criminal cases,
detain criminal suspects and ask the public
for assistance in investigating criminal cases.

Police regulations also state that suspects
may be tracked down by using media expo-
sure.
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That is to say, it is lawful for the po-
lice to release the suspect's details on the
lntemet. The post was made by a real police-
man in the name of the Ruyang Bureau of
Public Security, which shows the officer was
performing his duty in accordance with the
law.

What is more important is that the police
have made a great deal of investigations
and a thorough study ofbanks' surveillance
camera video. All the evidence supported the
preliminary judgment that the young man
was the prime suspect. It is fair to say that

investigating police officer and local police
authorities sanctioned the process. Rdlevant
laws and regulations have vested police
authorities at different levels with the power
to release information that could help track
down criminal suspects.

In this sense, Zhao, as an average Po-
liceman himself, is not entitled to release
information on the lntemet in an official ca-
pacity, unless approved by police authorities.
What if the approved information contains
false elements that may infringe upon the
rights ofothers? In this case, the victim can

Dear Readers,
"Forum" is a column that provides a space for varying
perspectives on contemporary Chinese society. We invite
you to submit personalviewpoints on past and current
topics (in either English or Ghinese).

E-mail us at byao@cipg,org.cn

Please provide your name and address along with your
comments.

the policeman's post, with much evidence in
hand, will not infringe on the suspect's rights
of portrait and honor.

What is more, "suspect" and "criminal"
are two different terms. If the young man
wanted was really innocent, all he would
need to do is to explain his side of the story
to the police. Even if he is wrongly seized,
he can demand clarification of the facts by
police authorities or even claim for state
compensation.

Although some lawmakers have pro-
posed to outlaw the human-flesh search
engine for its alleged violation of citizens'
rights, this is still a call for regulating this
method only, not banning it. Whether to ban
the human-flesh search engine or not is still
under discussion and, at present, it shall not
be regarded as illegal until the law says so.

Yang Tao (Changjiang Times)z Many
people expressed their concerns that releas-
ing the young man's picture may violate his
rights of portrait and honor. I don't think
we should generalize about that. In fact, we
should examine whether the manhunt is an
official or a personal act. Ifofflcial, then we
need to know whether the procedure is legal
or not.

From the post, we can tell that obviously
it is official since the post was made by the

initiate prosecution and claim for state com-
pensation.

For this reason, we should not bar Zhao
from posting on the Internet because of false

information that may be included. What
should be a real concern i,s whether his
behavior is in accordance with legal proce-
dures.

Guan Ruoyu (www.eastdaY.com):
The online manhunt for criminal suspects

should be seen as a method of cooperation
between the police and the public. Its strong
point is that once information enters the
public domain, netizens can offer feedback
information, which helps to provide more
evidence.

In some cases, the human-flesh search

engine may infringe on the legal rights of
a certain party, but it does not necessarily
cause infringement. In fact, the main cause

for the abuse of the human-flesh search
engine is that some netizens, who operate
under the guise of morality, wage personal

attacks on others.
The key point lies in how to use and

regulate this search method. Applying the

human-flesh search engine to track down
criminal suspects is a new attempt. But the

conviction and punishment should be de-

cided by judicial authorities. r
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EXPAT'S EYE

The Rise of Metal

By GOU FU MAO
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metal.

Since first meeting him a few years ago
on one of those smoky Friday nights of live
rock at the 13 Club in Beijing's Wudaokou
university district, I've learned from Yu
Yang how Chinese metal fans are most vo-
ciferous and loyal as China slowly embraces
alternative and rock music.

Yu is the quality control man on a bur-
geoning Chinese alternative music scene.
Even remote Chinese cities today have a
proliferation of rock bands. Quality control
is only lately kicking in, however. He's
also an inspirational character, dressed like
a Chinese college lecturer or office worker
who built the most comprehensive Web
portal there is on Chinese rock, rockinchina.
com.

He doesn't dress for his part iri a music
scene that's as much about appearances as it
is about sounding like Westem guitar gods.
But this multilingual 30-something is ency-
clopedic as much as he's discerning in his
knowledge of the music. His Rockinchina
blog tumed into a website and a virtual rock
n 'roll handbook, created as a labor of love

and referenced by everyone interested in lo-
cal music.

Yu is proud that the best-selling gig in
the past year at Star Live, Beijing's top rock
club in terms of capacity and facilities, was
Lacrimosa, a Swedish symphonic metal
outfit, the kind ofband unknown to non-con-
noisseurs. But the band still outsold bigger
and more mainstream names that have also
booked the venue.

How did he do it? By knowing his audi-
ence and selling it hard. It helps that he runs
Painkiller, the best-selling but not the only
magazine serving China's metal music fans.

The ability to know his audience and
muster it for concerts allows Yu to pay the
band's travel costs, give the venue its cut,
and still take a modest profit.

This, alas, is not the norm for rock acts
touring China, which, given the increas-
ing prosperity of its huge popuiation, has
emerged as a realistic market for many over-
seas acts. China's rock promoters typically
overbook or undersell: They hire venues
whose scale flatters the foreign band's lo-
cal following. Too few tickets sold means
there's nothing to pay the band.

Tales abound in the Beijing rock scene
of backpedaling and post-gig bargaining
with local venues on a price previously
agreed. It's an ugly scene that surfaced when

a well-known New York punk band, NOFX,
diverted its gear to Beijing for an extended
leg on its Asian tour, only to finish the (very
well attended) gig to find that the local pro-
moter had no money to offer. Ticket sales, it
argued, had underperformed.

It's perhaps easier that Yu mostly con-
centates on heavy metal, a micro.scene of the
Chinese music scene, which is itself a micro-
cosm in the shadows of massive Chinese pop
and classical music industies. While local alter-
nativemusic magazines like SoRock (published

out of Shijiazhuang, capital of Hebei province)
fiIl out their pages with tanslations from UK
and US. rock publications, it's rare inde€d to
find copy on Chinese acts in Westem maga-
zines. There are a few, like Carsick Can, and
White, experimental art rock and electronica
ouffits respectively, which make the overseas
music press.

Chinese rock is often over-praised by so
many overenthusiastic foreign photographers
and studens who crowd the front of average
gigs, clicking and applauding mediocre stuff.
Not to be negative about this fan base-they
encourage artists who get comparatively little
encouxagement locally-but tlre breathless stuff
sometimes written in the local expat prrcss about
Chinese rock music suggests we live in New
Yod< City's last village of the 190s.

In reality the scene is far more about
appearance than substance. There's a lot of
image: Local rock stars spend as much time
studying photos of rockers like rakish British
rocker Pete Doherty as they do his music.
Hats, pants and hairdos are done with one
eye on the mirror and the other on the New
Musical Express, the UK-based bible of in-
die music.

Amid all the fawning, I find in Yu some-
one who knows the potential and the limits
in China's rock scene. His own tastes are
very niche. Through his magazine and pro-
motion company, Painkiller, Yu has made a

viable if modest business out of metal.
Given that there's the language barrier

between incoming fans and locals we could
use more bi-linguists like him and his web-
site. The critics who are most worth reading
are, of course, local but if you're a passing
foreign fan or critic you can't read them.

When you see big brands like shoemaker
Converse reaching young Chinese by buy-
ing the approval of local rock banks, you'd
figure rock music is China's future sound.
Perhaps, but we need some Yu-like realists

to guide the way. r

The author is Irish and lives in Beijing
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ln Congo, $lYllF is building a magnificent oasis for rare species
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ln more than 100 countries, WWF is working actively
on conservation projects to build a future in which
humans live in harmony with nature.

For more information, please visit www. wwfchina.org/English
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Ascott Ralfles City Beijing
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AS C OTT
IiJL RESlDENCE

SOMERSET
SERVICED RESIDINCI

From the spacious exclusivitv and relinement ol'Ascott to the pampering touches tor the family at
Sonrerset. or the vibrancy of independent city-living at Citadines, there is an Ascott International

serviced residence designed to make you I'eel at home. Because life is about living.

For rates or bookings, please call400 8201028 (local toll-free) or visit www.the-ascott.com
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